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CHAPTER I

PREVIOUS WORK ON ARSSNIC-75

1.1. Introduction

The phenomenon of radioactivity has been the object of con¬

siderable investigation since its discovery by Becquerel in I896.

It is the process by which unstable nuclei release energy to give

a more stable product. The rate at which the decay process pro¬

ceeds depends on the nature of the process and nuclei involved,

and the energy difference between initial and final states of the

atoms (decay energy Q).

Apart from a few neutron emitters all the active nuclei known

decay by one or more of four processes, each characterised by the

way in which the 'excess' energy is radiated.

1. a-decay. Radiation of heavy, positively charged particles,

which have been identified as helium nuclei, and are successfully

understood as fragments of nuclear matter which are thrown off

when this results in a stabler structure.

2. (3-decay. Radiation of positively or negatively charged electrons.

a) 3 decay. Emission of a negative electron and an antineutrino.

This process may occur provided the decay energy is greater than
A A — .

zero and is described by the equation +1 + 0 + ^ with
A, Z in the usual notation.

\ "I*
b) p decay, amission of a positron and a neutrino. This pro¬

cess can only occur if the available decay energy is greater than
2

the rest mass of an electron-positron pair ( 2mQC a 1 Mev,

mQ = electron rest mass). The equation



describing this case is

XZ *Z-1 + P+ + *° '

Since (a) ana (b) are three-body processes the 3 particle can be

emitted with any energy from zero up to the available decay energy

2 *+■
(end-point) or decay energy - 2mQc (for 3 decay).

2
In the latter case when the decay energy is < 2m0c the

decay may still occur by means of:

c) Electron capture. In this process an atomic electron is

captured by the nucleus which emits a neutrino of energy = Q

- atomic electron binding energy. Since the neutrino is very

difficult to detect, only X-rays characteristic of the daughter

atom (and/or Auger electrons) are observed. These are the X-rays

emitted when the vacancy left by the captured electron is filled

by an electron from a higher atomic shell.

If Q is small then capture may only occur from the outer

shells, but provided 14 > K shell binding energy electron cap¬

ture is possible from any shell.

Arsenic-73» which decays by electron capture is the subject

of this investigation.

3. Y-decay. The chargeless Y radiations have been identified

as electromagnetic. Emissions of radiation during motions within

systems of charges are well known, and so Y-rays are to be

expected whenever another decay process leaves the daughter nucleus

in an excited state requiring internal charge redistribution before

the ground s tate can be reached.



73 73
For example Ge , the decay product of As , is formed in

an excited state which decays to the ground state "by means of two

T decays.

I+. Fission, in which the nucleus splits into roughly equal frag¬

ments, possibly with the emission of neutrons.

73
Since 3 and Y decay are relevant to the study of As

a "brief outline of the theory of these processes will now be given.

1.2. 3-deoay.

The problem of the theory of 3-aecay is to calculate the

probability of the processes 2(a), (b) or (c). To make the cal¬

culations it is necessary to introduce an interaction which can

produce the changes involved, i.e. convert a neutron into a proton

or vice versa, and at the same time proauce an electron or

positron and a neutrino.

* In the Fermi theory the operation of such an interaction is

treated by methods analogous to those used in the quantum mechanical

treatment of electromagnetic radiation (see, for example, "3-decay",
(1). . .

Konopinski ). The electron and antineutrino (leptons) are

pictured as being created when a neutron transforms into a proton.

Since the total number of leptons is not constant, the appropriate

mathematical formalism is that of second quantization, where the

probability amplitudes i]t, j6 for electrons and neutrinos are

viewed as operators.

The theory yields a formula for the energy distribution of

the emitted 3 particles, i.e. for the probability per unit time

p(T)dT for the emission of a 3 particle in the kinetic energy
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range T to T + dT. This is given by

P(T)dT » G2|M|2 F(S, T)(T + moC2)(r2 + 2mocZT)^(Tq-T)2 dT,

where G is a constant expressing the strength of the 3-decay

interaction, F(z, T) is a function describing the effect of the

Coulomb field on the emitted 3 particle.

M is a matrix element of the form

where X f refer to the initial and final nuclear states,
H0 is the Hamiltonian appropriate to the 3-decay interaction.

P

The other quantities form the statistical factor which describes

how the available energy TQ is shared among the electron
(kinetic energy T), the neutrino and the product nucleus. This

factor is responsible for the general properties of the continuous

3 spectrum.
,T

The disintegration constant X = J P(T)dT or, assuming'
o

M independent of energy

X = G2J M j 2 f( 2, T0)
where

/ T _ p 2 2 -j

f(2, Tq) = J P(2, T)(T + mQC )(T + 2mQc (Tq - T)dT .
o

This may be written ft = ——*• where t is the half-life and
k|Mir

k is a constant.
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The product ft depends only on Z, TQ and t. Measure¬
ment of the last two quantities can therefore give an experi¬

mental estimate of the matrix element M.

To evaluate M from the theory it is necessary to formulate

Hp. Conservation of momentum and angular momentum and Lorentz
invariance are not sufficient to specify completely the form of

ana it can be shown that the most general interaction con-
P

sistent with the relativistic requirements is a sum of five tems:

HP " 0SH3 + 0VHV + 0IHT+0AHA+0PHP
where the s are constants.

The suffixes S, V, T, A, P, indicate that the terms are

scalar contractions of two scalars, vectors, tensors of second

rank, axial vectors or pseudo-scalars.

Analysis.of the experimental results in the light of the
( 2)

discovery of parity non-conservation (wu et al. ') has led to

the conclusion (see, for example, the review article by

Konopinski^) that of the five possible interactions, only

the V and A terms need be incorporated in the Hp - referred
to as the V - A interaction.

'aHy and H. are of the form

Hv * (ff - (ff a ^

"A = <£*$-£>(**fV) - (J* Y5JiK**~V>
where a and p are the Birac matrices (defined, for example,

and

by Konopinski and Uhlenbeck where t and ff refer to the

electron and neutrino states.
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Y_ = Y Y Y Y. where Y, = -i a, 3 for k = 1.2,3 and5 1234 k k ^ *

yu = p.
Also Or = Y^ a

Experimental evidence (e.g. electron polarization'1 shows that

ferrnions appear to participate in the |3 interaction only through the

left handed components of their states (and through right-handed

components of antiparticle states) which is described formally by

means of the operator Y_ . The left-handed projection of a state
D

^ is , say, given by

<jT = ?( 1 + Y^ ) .

Allowed Transitions. The expressions H^. ana contain
v

terms of order /c, where v is the nucleon speed, namely the

terms containing a and Y5 . Ignoring these gives

'*

Kv

ha =

which have to be used in the evaluation of M in equation (1).

Assuming that the lepton wave functions do not vary appreciably

over the nuclear volume, they may be taken outside the integration

sign. If it is further assumed that the lepton wave functions are

plane waves of the form exp i £.r, exp i £.r for the electron and

neutrino respectively, then the function exp i (]? + £}r may be

expanded as a power series in /X where X is the de Broglie

wavelength given by

X = h //£ + £/.



Retaining only the first term of the series constitutes the

allowed approximation. The remaining nuclear matrix elements are

d-X and fif ^ it , conventionally
abbreviated to J 1 and /(F respectively.

Nuclear states have definite spin and parity values and there¬

fore the matrix elements J1 and j" <T determine the allowed
selection rules, namely

A J = 0 Ax = no from jl
A J s 0,-1 (noO —> 0) A a = no from <T.

These are known as Fermi and Gamow-Teller selection rules. The

Fermi rule arises from the V interaction and the Gamow-Teller

from the A interaction.

Forbidden Transitions. If the initial and final nuclear states

are such that the selection rules listed above cannot be complied

with the approximations used must be reconsidered.
V

Retaining the relativistic tern of order /c in the V inter¬

action gives a nuclear matrix element Ja in the previous notation.
Retaining the first power of r/\ in the series expansion gives

jr, which is expected to be of the same magnitude.
The selection rules are:

J" a : A J = 0,-1 (noO —^ 0) A-x = yes

J" £. : A J = 0, -1 (no 0 —> 0) Ax = yes.
Similarly the A interaction yields terms

A J = 0, A k = yes

s A J = 0, Arc = yes
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JV * L '• A J = 0,-1 (nO0—>0), Ax = yes
fhi - fc xj + °3 h ■! au (fil£) !

Aj = 0, il, t2 (no 0 —> 0, 1 1, 1-^ 0),d x = yes.

The above are the selection rules for first forbidden decay, and

those for still higher degrees of forbiddenness may be derived by

consideration of further terras in the expansion of exp l(jo + jl). r .

fl* decay and Electron capture. The assumption of plane wave

eigenfunctions is justified for the neutrino, but the appropriate

wave functions for the electron are the solutions of the Dirac

equation for a free 3 particle in a Coulomb potential (3" decay)

or a bound atomic electron (capture).

At first sight this would appear to lead to different selec¬

tion rules. However the radial part of the electron wave functions

can be expanded as a power series in /A in both cases (just as

for plane waves).
J* ^

The lowest order terra in the capture case is ( /\) C.
%/

bound states with j = 6 + 1 or ( /\)n for bound states withC6-l
j = 6 - where the c* s are coefficients of the expansion. Thus

capture from the K, L^ shells ( and outer sub-shells with
•6=0 or 6 = 1 (if j = 6 - ^)) follows the selection rules listed

above, but capture from the shell (6 = 1, j = 6+1) is at

best first forbidden.

Physically this corresponds to the fact that to conserve

angular momentum the neutrino must carry off orbital angular

momentum in capture from a shell with 6 = 1, j = 6+1, whilst it

can be emitted * radially* from a dhell with 6=0, or 6 = 1,
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j = 6-4.

Capture probabilities frcrn the K, L^ and shells are
not all equal because the coefficients C^» of t*16 terms of
the series expansion are functions of the principal quantum number

n. In fact C^(n) . Thus the fraction LI/K— •
(5) n

Rose and Jackson , using more accurate wave functions, have

calculated that the L capture fraction in the arsenic case is 11%.

As implied by the above theory the measured ft values have

been found to cluster. For nomal allowed decays, the quantity

log ft has a value between U- and 5.8, whilst the range 6-9

is characteristic of first forbidden transitions. A few second

forbidden decays are known with log ft in the range 12.2 - 13.5.

In the specia 1 case of decays between 'mirror* nuclei, where

the numbers of neutrons and protons interchange, the log ft value

lies between 2.7 and 3.7. Such transitions are called 'super'

allowed.

By evaluating the quantity log ft it is therefore possible

to deduce some information about the spin and parity of the parent

or daughter nucleus provided the spin and parity of one of them is

known.

1.3. V-recay.

In decay from an excited nuclear state to a lower state the

energy may be removed by Y-radiation, or conversion electrons or

(if energetically possible) by internal pair production.
L

The electromagnetic radiations are classified into 2 multipole

types, corresponding to the amount of angular momentum L
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carried away "by the Y photon. For each L value there are two

radiation types called Electric (EL) and Magnetic (ML) which

differ in parity.

Conservation of angular momentum and parity applied to the

system of nucleus plus Y photon lead to the selection rules:

^ L < Jt + Jf

x Ttp = (-1)L for EL radiation

(%i X ~ (-*1)L+* for ML radiation.

Transitions from = 0 to J = 0 are forbidden.

J are the spin and parity of the initial state and

J_ n- " " " 11 " final
f f

Time dependent perturbation theory yields the result that the

transition probability per second X = | m| 2 ~ ~ (where ~

denotes the number of possible final states per unit energy and

the matrix element M responsible for the transition is given by

M = j ^ d T where is the Hamiltonian describing
the interaction between the electromagnetic field and the nucleus,

and \|r^ refer to initial and final nuclear states.)
Weistopf^^ and Moszkowski^ ^ have independently estimated the

transition probability on the assumption that the radiation is

caused by a transition of one single proton which moves independently

in a central potential.

The formulae derived are:
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- X° «(1^.(2I ♦ !)>* <E- (fc)o

e

for electric 2 pole transitions and

X _ X 1.9U+1) ,JL)2 ,JLN2^1 /JlL)2-4-2X " Xo 2 ^+3} W <kn;
£(l»3#5».( 26+1)) 0 0
6

for magnetic 2 pole transitions,

where X = 10 2^ sec ^
o

-13
kQ = 10 cm.

Eq = 197 Mev, E = decay energy,
k = 1.2 A"^^ x 10 ^ cm = nuclear radius.

As the gamma transition probability decreases rapidly with

increasing multipole order L, the transition will usually

proceed with the lowest value of L permitted by the selection

rules, or by a mixture of the two lowest multipole orders of the

type E2 + ML.

Internal Gonverslon. Since the probability of finding an atomic

electron in the vicinity of the nucleus is non-zero, it is possible

for the energy of an excited nucleus to be transferred to an atomic

electron which is emitted with the decay energy minus the atomic

shell binding energy.

The process is exactly analogous to the Auger effect in atomic

transitions and may be described in terms of the emission and

absorption of a virtual photon.

The magnitude of the effect is implied by the total internal

conversion coefficient u defined by

Probability of decay by emission of a conversion electron
(X •—

Probability of decay by Y ray emission.
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The internal conversion coefficients for the individual shells

etc. are defined in an analogous way.

Theoretical calculations of conversion coefficients show

a is a function of the multipolar!ty of the transition and the

decay energy. The result may he summarized hy

a = \ IEK + |4-RK1 xil2 where
the 1 electron radial integral1 depends on initial and final

state (designated by K) of the electron. This is the only term

which applies if the nucleus can be taken as a point. Finite

nuclear size not only brings in static effects which merely

modify the interaction by smearing the nuclear charge distri¬

bution, but also a dynamic effect which depends on features of

nuclear dynamics and requires a nuclear model. The latter effect

is described by the remaining ('penetration') terms which are

contributions arising from inside the nucleus. The are

proportional to the amplitude for the electron to be inside the

nucleus and are therefore small. The experimental data indicate

that dynamic effects are only appreciable for Ml and El tran¬

sitions in some heavy nuclei.

Values quoted later (Tables 1.3> 1»5» 1.6) are due to calcu¬

lations by Rose (1938) using the Thomas-Fermi-Birac potential to

compute the electron wave functions with exchange effects ignored.

Finite nuclear size was taken into account. Values due to Band

( 9)
and Sliv also include some exchange effects and a dimensional

estimate of the penetration contribution.

The most recently calculated values are by Hags? and Seltzer
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(1968), Electron wavefunctions used in this case were based on

a relativistic self-consistent field calculation - (the Hartree-

Fock-Slater method) - and nuclear size effects are taken into

account using a realistic charge distribution. Allowance was

made for the hole of the emitted electron in both direct and

exchange potentials.

73
1.4. Previous ?Jork on As

Sagane et al.^10^ (1939) isolated an arsenic beta activity

of about 100 day half-life after bombardment of germanium with

deuterons. They assigned the activity to As"^. Assignment to

As^ was made by Elliot and Deutsch^(1943). Using a mag¬

netic spectrometer these workers showed the electrons to be due

to internal conversion of a 52 - 3 keV gamma transition, with

conversion in the K-shell about five times stronger than that in

the L-shell. K-X rays were also observed.

Coincidence experiments between K-X rays and electrons showed

that L-shell conversion electrons were accompanied by about half

as many X rays as those from the K-shell. This result suggested

decay by orbital electron capture followed within 1 gsec. by a

highly converted 52 keV gamma ray (Fig. l.l).

An upper limit of 2% was set on positron emission.
(12)

McCowan et al. ' (1948) measured the As activity as a

function of time after bombardment of Ge by deuterons. The decay

curves indicated the presence of an activity of 17.5 day half-life
I *7"Z

assigned to As , and that of a 76 day activity assigned to As .
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The 76 day activity was also produced by bombarding Ge with 20 Mev

a particles. The half-life of 76 - 3 days measured over four half-

lives of the decay curve is the most accurate to date.
73

The assignment to As was confirmed by bombarding a Ge

target enriched in the stable isotope Ge^ by about four times

the abundance in ordinary Ge. The amount of "76 day activity

appearing in the enriched sample was about four times that of
"7T\ "7 X

the ordinary sample, suggesting the reaction Ge (a,p)As .

These authors found no evidence of beta activity from cloud

chamber and ionization chamber observations, but an X ray wave-
o o

length of 1.27 A (cf. Ge K-X ray 1.25 A) derived from a curve

of absorption in aluminium gave evidence of a K capture process

in the activity,
(lit) , .

Townes et al. (19^9) measured the ground state spin of
73

Ge from an examination of the hyperfine structure of the micro¬

wave spectrum of the molecule Ge W, They obtained the value
9
/2. The nuclear quadrupole moment was found to be - 0.21 barns.

The magnetic moment of Ge^ is listed^as - 0.8792 n.m. based

on a nuclear magnetic resonance experiment. (Aksenov and

Vladimirski^ ^+*>) . Trail and Johnsson^ (1953) found the threshold
"f2 7X

of the reaction Ge (p, n)As to be 1.17 - 0.03 Mev, leading to
+ 73

the value 390 - 30 keV as the decay energy of As .

(17X
Johansson (1952) produced As by bombarding Ge with

deuterons. After chemical separation of the Arsenic electro-

raagnetically separated samples were made on thin supports which

confirmed the mass assignment made by McCowan et al. The electron

spectrum, observed by means of a magnetic lens spectrometer of

3.5$ resolution, showed the K and L conversion electrons of a
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53.3 - 0.5 keV gamma ray previously seen by Elliot and Deutsch,

Auger lines at 8.1+ and 9.6 keV, and two other lines at 12.1 and

13.3 keV, which could only be due to L and M shell conversion

of a 13.5 keV T-ray. very weak line at about 75 keV was also

reported.

Prom the intensity ratios of the various lines (Table 1.1)

Johansson deduced that the gamma transitions must both be strongly

converted (lower limit about 70%), ana in cascade, and that K

capture to the lower excited state must be of low intensity.

The same conversion lines were also found in the decay of
73

Ga showing that the 53.3 keV and 13.5 keV transitions are

coiimon to both decays. (Pig. 2). The lines decayed with the
73

5-hour half-life of the Ga parent setting an upper limit on

the lifetimes of these levels.

(17)
Stoker and Hokv (1953) have a lso observed the conversion

electrons, using a beta spectrometer. Their results for energies

and the intensity ratio K/L + M for the 53.3 keV transition

agree well with those of Johansson.
73

More recently an investigation of the As conversion elec¬

tron spectrum has been made by Grigor*ev et al.^1^ (1958), using

a tW2 double focussing magnetic spectrometer with resolution

O.U%. Their values of energies agree well with those of Johansson

and the intensity ratios are only slightly different. (Table 1.1).

The spectrometer resolution was good enough to enable the L and

M + N conversion lines to be separated.

The Arsenic decay scheme now adopted (Pig. 1.3) was first put
(19)

forward by Welker et al. (1953). These workers studied the
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TABLE 1.1

Intensity Ratio Experimental Values
Johansson Grigor*ev Others

(1952) et al. (1958)

K 2^L2+M2 5.6 t 0.3 6.2 - 0.2

K 2+L 2+M r/L ^+M

L2/M2 + H2

K/L1
Lj/Mi

K1/L1 + U1

Ll+Ml//AUgCr
^ 3+L 2

K-X rays/Y2
K-X rays/Y ^

a (Total conversion
coefficient)

a, (Total conversion
coefficient)

K captures/53.3 keV
transitions

K-X rays/K2+L2
K-X rays/X - X coincidences

K-X rays/K0

1.2

< 0.5

5.U - 0.5

0.77

0.001

l.U - 0.6

6.3 - 0.2

6.6 - 1.6

0.0001

7 6 + 1(23)

1.25(19)

0.63 - 0.22^19^

0.37 - 0.06(23)

6.2 1 o.6^19 ^
ihoo^19)

8(6^a2^12)(20'2l)
U.7 - 0.6^19^
> 1300

^1.5(19)

1.08 +- 0.08(20»21)
37 - 1.5^20»21^

0.77 - 0.15 (23)

N.B. The subscript 1 refers to the 13.5 keV transition and subscript
2 to the 53.3 keV transition. Subscript 3 refers to the weak
line reported by Johansson (see text).



Y-rays and X-rays using a sodium iodide scintillation counter

with both an external and internal source, 'ith the external

source only the 53.3 keV gamma and 9.9 keV K-X rays could he

observed, implying that the 13.5 keV transition is highly con¬

verted. Pulses at 13.5 keV energy were, however, seen following

within a few p.secs. of the 53.3 keV pulses using the internal

source, i.e. in the reverse order to that suggested by Johansson.

No pulses were observed following the 9.9 keV pulses, confirming

An upper limit of 1.5 was set on the ratio of K captures

to 53.3 keV transitions by measuring the areas under the 9.9 keV

and 53.3 keV peaks in spectra of the internal source.

The half-life of the 13.5 keV level (Table 1.2) was measured

by the delayed coincidence method, also using the internal source.

73 73
that none of the As decays feed the 13.5 keV level in Ge .

TABLE 1.2

Observed Half-Lives

66.8 keV Ge
level

73
13.5 keV Ge

level

73

Sagane et al.^10^
Elliot & Deutsch^ ~90 d

100 d

McCowan et al. (12) 76 - 3d

Welker et al.^1"^
Shaikh^2

900M-3 <Ti<" lOsecs. U.6 <•» 0.5 gS

3.0U- 0.07 |AS

0.53 - 0.03secs.Campbell & Nelson
(22)

Using a source external to a Nal crystal with an aluminium

window 0.001" thick the intensity ratio of 9.9 keV X rays and

53.3 keV gaiima rays /Y was found (Table 1.1).



Welker also used an Argon-Methane gas proportional counter

to look for -unconverted 13*5 keV Y-rays. No evidence for 13.3 keV

photons was found, the upper limit on the ratio of unconverted

photons to K X rays being ^/lh00.
(20 21)

Barloutand et al. * used a double proportional counter
73

to investigate the As decay scheme. The results of the first

paper do not take account of the 13.5 keV level and are corrected

in the second. A direct measurement of the 53.3 keV conversion

coefficient using a scintillator detector to observe the Y-rays

gave 6 g a ^ 12.

These workers also measured the intensity ratio of K-X rays to

53.3 keV conversion electrons, and the ratio R = no. of K-X rays/

no. of K-X ray - K-X ray coincidences (Table 1.1).
73

The lifetime of the second excited state of Ge has been

( 22 )
measured by Campbell & Nelson (1957). High purity Germanium

73
was irradiated in a reactor for a few seconds producing Ge in

72
the second excited state by capture of a thermal neutron by Ge .

The sample was then propelled in about one tenth of a second to a

shielded Nal scintillation spectrometer. Analysis of the decay

curve with the spectrometer set on 53.3 keV gave the result

= 0.53 - 0.03 sees.

73
The short lived Ge isomer was also produced by chemical

73
separation from an As source. With the As in concentrated

hydrochloric acid solution at 100°C the volatile Ge was formed

and swept out by nitrogen gas to a lusteroid tube in a shielded

well type Nal scintillation counter. By following the decay after

stopping the gas flow the result Ti = 0.52 - 0.03 sec. was obtained.
» -g-

These values are well within the limits set primarily by Welker et al.



73
The most recent work on Ab is that of P. Shaikh (1968)

of this department. Using a proportional counter he has measured

the ratio of K-X rays to K conversion electrons (Table 1.1). The
K

ratio /L+M for the 53*3 heV transition was measured directly

from the proportional counter spectra, and the same ratio for the

13,5 keV transition was obtained from a delayed coincidence ex¬

periment, between 53.3 keV conversion electrons and K-X rays. The

half-life of the 13.5 keV level was deduced from this delayed

coincidence curve and that of 53.3 keV Y rays with the K-X rays

(Table 1.2).

Multi-polarity of the Transitions

53.3 keV. The experimental values of the K conversion coef¬

ficient = a/(l + where a is the total conversion

coefficient) and of /L ratio are compared with the theoretical

values ofRose^4^ (Table 1.3). The values of K/L derived from
K 2

the empirical curves of /L versus Z /E (where E is the tran-
/ jg}

sition energy) given by Goldhaber and Sunyar are also listed.

The measured K/L ratio favours an El, Ml, M2 or E2 transition for

the 53.3 keV Y rays. The moot accurately measured value suggests

M2.

The observed half-life when compared to Veiskopf * s^'' single

particle estimates, (Table l.U), excludes El or Ml. The observed

values of all suggest M2 also although the two that agree are

rather low (see later).

13.5 keV. Theoretical K conversion coefficients for such low

(8)
energies have only very recently become available and extra¬

polation gives only a rough value because the transition energy is



close to the threshold for conversion in the K shell. Comparison

with Spinard*s^threshold values and Rose's values (extra¬

polated) eliminate pure El and Ml type transitions (Table 1.6).

Comparison of the experimental values of K/L for the 13.5
(hM ,

keV transition with the theoretical values of Rose (extra¬

polated by Shaikh^(1968)) and Spinard^'^ (1955) and of

Hebb^1"^ (also extrapolated by Shaikh) and the empirical values

of Golahaber^ (1951) (Table 1.5) definitely excludes El, E3 and

M2 transitions. The experimental value agrees fairly well with

the theoretical values for an E2 transition which suggests that the
( 23)

13.5 keV Y ray is most probably a pure E2 type. Shaikh (1968)
states that the slightly higher experimental value may be attri¬

buted to uncertainty in the experimental measurements or to an

admixture of about one percent Ml type in a mixed E2 + Ml tran¬

sition.

Prom the measured half-life (and conversion coefficient) and

comparison with the single particle estimates (Table l.U), the

13«5 keV transition is either an E2 type accelerated by about 18
5

or an Ml retarded by 1.8 x 10 . Most E2 transitions are enhanced

by factors less than 10"^ (Gove^ (1966)), and on the average

by a factor of about 12 (Way^*^ et al. (1956)). As pointed out
(23)

by Shaikh ' (1968), strongly retarded Ml transitions are not

known, the average retardation being about 100 (Gove^~^ (1966)).



TABLE13 mmmmmtmmmmmmrntrnmrnmSmm

K

TheoreticalandExperimentalValuesoftheRatios/Landfor53.3keVY-rays
Multipole order

K

Theoretical/L
RoseGolchaber (1958)(1951)
Hager (1968)

K

Experimental/L
Theoreticalo^. RoseHager (1958)(1968)
Experimental

El

9.7

10

812<23)

0.37

o.Uk

U.5i0.6^23)

E2

6.1

^1.9

5.5

6.6-O.U<«>
6.2

6.5

U.O10.6^19'

S3

2.h

~l.h

2.2

7.2+-0.3(18)

82

91

Ml

10.2

7.9

9.8

0.39

.U8

1

ru

~7(115

M2

7.6

6.9

6.9

7.1

8.2

M3

h.6

k.l

h.k

105

130

(a)Shaikh(1968)
(13)

(h)Johansson(1952)
(6)

(c)Grigor*evetal.(1958)
(8)

(d)Elliotetal.(19U3) (f)Velkeretal.(1953)
(2) (9)

(g)Barloataudetal.(1953)
(11)



13.5keV 53.3keV

TABLE1.1+

Theoretical(Singleparticle)Estimatesof(s>ec.S.
E2 E3 E3

ExperimentalResults

El.12x10~12Ml7x10"12 5.3x10~5M23.1x10~31+.6t0.5t+S(Welkeretal.)^19^ 1.1xlo"2M3.673.01+-0.7nS(shaikh)^13^
El2.7x10~9Ml1.6x10"7 E2.7^X10M2

.1+3x1030.53-0.03sec.(Campbell&/̂
Nelson)nj

I

.2Ux103M3.16x105



TABLE1.5

KtoLConversionElectronRatiosforZ=32andE=13.5keV
AuthorsTheoretical^/L_Experimental ElE2E3MlM2M3K/L

(Rose(1958)(L-extrapolation))7.20.1+30.019.5k0.1+50.1+1+-0.08^i)*(*)(spinard(1955)(K-conv.electrons)) (Hebb(191+0)(conv.electrontable)6.20.1+0.01---O.63i0.22^°^ [llebb(191+0)(K/Lcurveextrap'n)8.0~0.25<0.1 Goldhaber(1951)(K/LCurveextrap'n)3.5~0.17<0.17.33.00.8 Hager(1968)6.7.38.019.81+.80.6 (a)Shaikh(1968)^23^ (b)Johansson(1952)^15^ (c)WeIkeretal.(1953)^19^



TABLE1.6

TheoreticalValuesofandforZ=32»E=13«5keV.
ConversionAuthorMultipolarity coefficient

ElE2E3MlM2M3
Rose(extrapolated)207001600025130050000 ••

Spinard18260150021130021000 vU)

Experiment500
Rose(extrapolated)2.56001500002*233047000 (a}

Experiment̂800
(a)Derivedfromâ1300andK/L=O.63(velkeretal.)
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Spins and Parities of the Levels in the As73 Decay

73
The spin of the Ge ground, state is known from direct

g
measurement (see above) to be /2 and the parity is even from

the sign of the magnetic moment. This agrees with the shell
3 "t

model prediction that the 41 neutron should be in a gg/2 shell.
(The isotopes Hb^, 5gNbJj\ 50Nb41* als0 have 9y/2 + Sround
states.)

73
Direct measurement of the ground state spin of As has not

yet been made. The spin 3/2 with odd parity (Nuclear Data

Bl-6-48, Grigor* ev^ , 1963) is inferred from the shell model

(33 proton in a P3/2 she11) and from analogy with other nuclei
7c 77 g-z gi cq

with 33 odd nucleons, viz. ^2As33 44As33 33Zn30 33Ni28 33Pe26*
Prom the half-life, the log ft value is found to be 5.2

indicating an allowed decay so that the second excited state
1 3 5

should have odd parity and spin 75, or —. The absence of an

M2 transition direct to the ground state excludes \ ~ •
73

The forbidden nature of the As decay to the ground and
73

first excited states of Ge is pointed out by Grigor'ev (1963).
Based on Welker's results, using the internal source (see sec.

1.4)t he states that less than 5/ of the decays take place to

these levels. This suggests a spin assignment of "^( + ) or

greater for the 13.5 keV level.

The E2 multipolarity of the 13.5 keV transition means that

spin values ^ + to "^ + are possible. ^ ~ are all
ruled out because the level is filled by means of the M2 tran¬

sition with energy 53.3 keV (from the level with spin or -| -)
and the value 2 is highly improbable, because in that case the
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raultipolarity of the 13«5 keV transition would be mainly Ml.

Since there is an M2 transition from the 66.8 keV level to

the H + 13«5 JceV level, the spin of the 66.8 keV level is ^ -.

Grigor' ev^ (1963) points out that any other choice of spins and

parities for the first two levels would lead to difficulty in the
73

interpretation of transitions in the decay of Ga . The decay

of As^ adopted by Nuclear Data (1966)^4"^ is therefore as shown

in Fig. 1.3*

73
1.5. Decay of Ga

( 25)
Siegel and Glendenin first reported the 5-hour nuclide

73
Ga as a fission product of uranium and it has since been obtained

by:
/ pc\ **7"2

Irradiation of natural Ge with neutrons Ge(n,p)Ga J

Irradiation of natural Ge with 100 Mev

betatron X rays^2^'27^ 7^Ge(Y,p)Ga7"^
Irradiation of Arsenic with 50 Mev X-rayi2^' 7^As(Y,2p)Ga7"^
and the reactions 7^As(a,a2p)Ga7"^ ^ 2^

76Ge(d,an)Ga75
Aoe(n,pn)Ga73

73Ga was also found in the products of 190 Mev deuteron fission

of bismuth(31)

73
The half life of Ga has been measured by many authors

(Table 1.7)» the most accurate value of U.35 - 0.10 hours being
( 30)

due to Ythier et al. (1959). These workers also observed the
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TABLE 1.7

73
Ga Half-Life Measurements

Investigator hours

Siegel & Glendenin^"^ (19*46) 5.0 - ,5

Perlman^(19*49) 3

Goeckemann & Perlman^ (19*49) *4.9*4

5

Rudstan/3^ (1956) *4.77

Lenkoiskii^33^ (1958) *4.5-0.5

Ythier et al/30 ^ (1959) *4.85 t o.lO
(27 )

Marquez et al. (1959) 5

TABLE 1.8

73
Ga p and Y energies

( p End point energy (Mev) and intensity! Y energy (ke\0 and intensity)

12 3
P Giegel &

Glendenin (19*4-6) 1«*4 - 0.2 (100$)

Ythier et al.(1959) O.hO - 0.15 1.19 ~ 0.0*4 <5%
*4.5 - 2$ 95.5 - 7$

Marquez et al.(1959) 0.55 (7$) 1.3 (83$) 1.6 ? (10$)

Y Ythier et al. 5*4 - 1 295 - 3 7*45 - 10 10*40 - 15
(9 £ 1$) (97 - 7$) 6 - 1$ 1$

Marquez et al. 53 - 2 310 t 5 7*40 £ 10

(13.51 2$) (90 t 15$) 7$
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53»3 keV Y-ray (also found in the Arsenic-73 decay), using a

scintillation counter. The presence of this line and the 13.5

keV transition had previously been confirmed (from the conversion
(15)

electron spectrum) by Johansson •

The p spectrum has been studied using the absorption
(25 27 30)

method and with a scintillation spectrometer. As
( 30 )

pointed out by Grigor'ev (1963) the results of Ythier et al.

are probably the most reliable as they used sources obtained by

different reactions ((d, an) and (n,pn)) from both natural Ge
mm

and Ge enriched in mass number 76. The p spectrum was observed

using an end window G-M counter and a k cm. x 1 cm. stilbene

scintillator. Y rays were found at the energies given in Table

1.3 by means of a 2.5 cm. x 2.5 cm. Nal crystal.

Prom a Kurie plot of the p~ spectrum these workers inferred

a decay with limiting energy 1.19 Mev. A softer component

(limiting energy O.UO Mev) was responsible for a slight non¬

linear! ty towards the lower end of the plot.

The measured intensities (Table 1.8) and p-Y coincidence

results showed that the 1.19 Mev endpoint p decay branch was followed

by a 293 - 3 keV Y ray, which populates the 66.7 keV level. Hence
73 *4"

the total Ga decay energy was given as 1.55 - 0.0b Mev.

Two other Y rays at 7U5 and IOUO keV were observed by Ythier

et al. J and listed as coining from a single level at 1.11 £ 0.01

Mev fed by the lower energy p branch. Coincidences were also

observed between the gammas at 295 and 7^5 keV.
73

No 6 branch to the 66.8 keV, 13.5 keV or ground levels of Ge

could be found by absorption or coincidence measurements. The decay

scheme proposed by Ythier et al. is shown in Pig. 1.2+,
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(3U)
A more recent investigation by Schweitzer et al. , using

semiconductor counters, has confirmed that the main features of

the decay are as given in Fig. I.M.. More gammas of low intensity

were found and all the gamma energies measured more accurately.

They are listed in Table 1.9. These workers found no gamma at

10UO keV (listed by Ythier et al.) and its observation in the
73

Ga decay has been ascribed to summing of the 396 and 740 keV
(27)

gammas . It was listed by Ythier as a crossover transition

which was in fact observed at 1066 keV by 3chweiz©r. (A level at

lOhO keV decaying direct to the ground state has, however, been

found by Coulomb excitation (see later)).

The 296 keV Y ray was shown to be coincident with the 770

and 28U keV gamnas, and that at 7U2 keV coincident with that at

325 keV.

The presently adopted Ga^ decay scheme^"^ (Pig. 1*5) ia

basically that of Pig. l,k9 augmented by the levels suggested by

the work of Schweizer et al. The other levels have all been

found to result from Coulomb excitation or a (d,p) reaction on

„ 72Ge .

(35)
Teramer and Heidenburghd ' (1956) obtained the level at

73
67.03 keV by exciting Ge with 3.5 Mev a-particles and observing

Y-rays with a scintillation spectrometer. 3ecause of the long

lifetime of the 66.8 keV level and consequent narrow energy width

the probability of exciting it in this way is very small. Obser-

vation of a level implies a half-life -£10 sec. That this level

has different properties to the 66.8 keV level was further confirmed

by the absence of the 53.3 keV Y and presence of a 67keV gamma.



TABLE 1.9

73
List of Y Rays found in Ga Decay

Energy Mev. Relative Photon intensity normalised
to 100 for yU+5

Y1 ,05U

.053

.053

9% a
15%*

2%°

Y2
0.067

0.5%a
0.13%°

(yi2 1.066c)

T3 0.28U weak°

\ 0.296 87%°

Y5 0.325 13%°

Y1K5 0.295 100/
b

(unresolved) 0.310 100%

Y6 0.377 0.1%°

Y7 o.W 0.1%°

y8 0.5^1 0.1%°

Y9 0.7U5 6%&
0.7U0

0.7U2

7%b
7%°

Y10 0.770 1.7%°

Y11 1.0U0 l%a
0.3%°

(25)
a - Ythier et al.

b - Marquez et al.^^
( 29)

c m Schweizer et al, '
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gairraa. The relative yield of Y rays plotted against a particle

energy fitted well to the theoretical curve for an E2 transition.

The half-life of the 67.03 keV level (1.5U nsec.) has "been
(37)

measured "by Holland and Lynch . They used a pulsed beam of

a particles to excite the level and measured the time delay for

the emission of the Y ray.

("56)
Du Mondv ' (1958) obtained the most accurate energy value

of 67.03 - 0.01 keV determined by a crystal spectrometer. The

source in this case was made by inelastic scattering of protons

by Ge.

The 67.03 keV level has also been obtained by Coulomb ex¬

citation using the heavier ions (5.6 Mev)^"^ and Ke"°
(39)

(8-15 Mev) . An angular correlation experiment performed in
20

the Ne case gave results consistent with a spin assignment of
7 11
2 or 2 •

A level at 820 keV has been established from Coulomb excita¬

tion using 1-3 Mev a particles (Temner and Heidenburgh (1956))^"^
and using N1*4" (Vasilev et al. (|l962)). Vasilev also observed the

level at 1.0U Mev in the same experiment.

The other levels shown result from (d,p) reaction work by

Silva and Eiohler^"^ and Bochin et al.^^.

73
Assignment of levels found in Ga decay and reactions.

73
The Ga ground state spin has not been measured directly,

but from analogy with other nuclei with 31 nucleons, e.g.

j^Ga-^ 3&Qbl31 36Ga31 31Fe26 sBin and parity are taken to
be ^ • On the shell model the 318^ proton should be in a
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2p3/2 orbit*
The half life of the 67.03 keV level shows the transition to

the ground state to he of the type Ml, with a hindrance factor

9*0.1. Thus the possible spin values are \* \ or ^ value
9 20

being discarded from the Ne - Y angular correlation experi-

ment(39>.
The creation of this level by Coulomb excitation implies that

the parity is even. It is listed in Nuclear Data^"^ as ^ + , but
+ cannot be definitely ruled out.

Grigor'ev (1963) has attempted to explain the missing (3

decay feed to the 66.8 keV level (Oa^2- i - Ge^") (which
5 73

should be allowed) by a 2 - assignment to the Ga ground state.
(in the shell model the 2p^/2 level lies just below the If
level).

He does not, however, show the 67.03 keV level, which, if it

has spin ^ +» would be fed (1st forbidden decay) by a 3~ decay of
5 73

a ^ - Ga ground state.
The log ft =5.7 for the 1.19 Mev 3 decay to the 363 keV

13 5
level indicates an allowed transition, and gives £ ""» 2 2 ~
as possible spin values. Absence of a Y transition to the 13.5

keV (-^ -) level rules out the spin \ ~ • The 1 transition to
1 13

the 66.8 keV (-£ -) level supports an assignment of -75 - or * - ,

1.6. "Anomalies" not explained by the accepted Decay Gcheme

Conversion coefficient ana X/V ratio.

As pointed out above two of the values quoted for are

rather low compared to the theoretical value. Welker et al. obtained
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. . V" 4-

g^. = k.O - 0.6, using their own value of /Y = 6.2 - 0.6 and the
values of electron intensity ratios measured by Johansson (Table

1.1), on the assumption that all captures proceed to the 66.7
keV level. Also assumed in the calculation were the K-shell

fluorescence yield (= 0.56) taken from Broyles et al/^
73

and the fraction of L capture in As (^cap frac = computed
according to Rose and Jackson^

The other result in agreement with Welker* s was obtained by

Shaikh using the ratio K electrons/X ray3 measured in a propor-
Y

tional counter, and also the Welker /Y ratio.

The earlier result a~^c£ 7 obtained by direct measurement
using a proportional counter to detect conversion electrons and

a scintillator to detect the 53»3 keV Y rays has a rather large

error, probably due to uncertainty in the efficiency and solid

angle for the two counters.
. (21+) / ^ v

Grigor'ev (1963) assuming the decay seheme of Pig. 1.3

and the electron intensity ratios measured by Johansson (and

others) are correct, shows that results of a calculation to find

the intensity of the K capture branch to the 13.5 keV level are

reasonable only if the Velker result underestimates the /Y ratio.

The correct value of this ratio is fairly important because

a low value might suggest the presence of a K capture branch to

a short-lived level 1+0-60 keV above the 66.8 keV level. If this

level decayed to the 66.8 keV level without appreciable conversion

it could explain the source of 'extra' Y rays. This would account
X

for the low values of /Y and ci^.
X

In the present work experimental reasons for a low /Y value

have been considered. Experiments have been performed in the light
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of these considerations in an attempt to obtain a more accurate

value of X/Y (Chapter 2),

Direct measurement of the conversion coefficient has been re¬

peated, paying particular attention to the estimation of solid

angles and counter efficiencies. (Chapter 5).

The ratio K electrons/K-X rays has also been measured, using a

proportional counter to detect the electrons and a scintillator to

observe the K-X rays (Chapter 5).

Half-Lives

The 53.3 keV transition has been labelled M2 and comparison

with the theoretical single particle estimate of Weiskopf shows it
3 2

to be retarded by between 1.2 x 10 and 8 x 10 (depending on the

value of o^). As pointed out by Grigor*ev^(1963) this is about
100 times greater than usual.

On the other hand, the E2 gamma decay of the 13.5 keV level is
(23)

accelerated by a factor of about 18V '.

The lifetime of the 66.8 keV level has been measured by a

(22)
method different to that used by Campbell and Helson - the

delayed coincidence method using a time to amplitude converter

(Chapter 1+).

A time to amplitude converter has also been used in a new measure¬

ment of the 13.5 keV level half-life, the results also giving the

ratio K/L + M for this leve] and the K fluorescence yield (f^) f°r
Ge (chapter 5).

Alternative suggestions to those of Shaikh (1968) for the

acceleration and retardation of these decays are considered in the

last chapter.
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CHAPTER 2

EXAMINATION OP POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTAL REASONS

FOR A LOW X/Y RATIO

As pointed out in Chapter 1 the ratio of the intensities
73

of 9.9 keV K-X rays and 53.3 keV Y rays emitted from As should

he higher than the value 6.2 measured by Welker et al. In this

chapter several suggestions which could at least partly account for

a low experimental value are put forward. These come under the

headings: summing (Section 2.2), dead time effects (Section 2.3)

and window absorption (Section 2.h). From these considerations it
X

becomes clear that a measurement of /Y as a function of solid angle

might be of interest. The experiment performed to achieve this is

described in Section 2.5 and the results and their analysis dis¬

cussed in Section 2.6.

2.1. Notati on

It is convenient to introduce a notation for the probability

per As^ decay for the emission of the various possible radiations.

With the decay scheme of Fig. 1.3 K-X rays may arise in three

ways:

1) From the electron capture process. The fraction of decays which

produce a vacancy in the K shell is that fraction which occurs by

K capture, i.e. (1 - L - N _ ) where'
cap. frac. cap. frac. cap. frac.

Lor\ -r-n « is the fraction proceeding by capture of an L shellc ap • I rflc#

electron, etc.

The probability that a K vacancy fills with the emission of
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a K-X ray is the fluorescence yield. (3j-.
Thus the probability of a K X ray arising from the capture

process is p, = f3„( 1 - L - M - N ) •1 K cap# frac. cap, frac. cap. frac.

2) Prom the 53.3 keV transition. The number of conversion elec¬

trons produced per 53.3 keV transition is

No, of conversion electrons
_ K+L+M _ q

No. of Y* s + No. of conversion electrons Y+K+L+M 1+a

where a = K,+If+I4 _ conversion coefficient for the 53.3 keV

transition. Of these only the fraction ■ will be K electrons,
K+L+M

i.e. will give rise to K vacancies. Thus the no. of K vacancies

per 53.3 keV transition is

1
_ a

/ _ L+M\ ■*(1+ —) 1+a

ana the no. of K X rays per decay produced by this transition is

P.Pi' = —S x

/«% L*f*M \ -i

K 1+ci •

3) Prom the 13.5 keV transition. Similarly the no. of K X rays

per 13.5 keV transition is (L. #
■n " mm y mmmmm

1 ~
1 /L+M \ i ,( K ' 13

where is the ratio for the 13.5 keV conversion
JV J. J) J\

electrons and a* is the total 13.5 keV conversion coefficient.

Hence the probability per decay for a K X ray to be emitted

Is px = + Pl' + Pl» .

The probability per decay for emission of a 53.3 keV Y ray
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will be called p2*
The total internal conversion coefficient for the 53»3 keV

transition (a) is defined by

No. of 55.3 keV conversion electrons
CI ——

No. of Y rays •

Also, no. of conversion electrons per decay + No. of Y rays per

decay = 1 (2.1)

Prom these two equations it follows that p2 = *

The probability per decay that a 53.3 &eV conversion electron

is emitted will be called p„.e

Prom equation (2.1), Pe = 1 - P2 =

The probability of a K conversion electron is

P (—) i
"

(1 + —1) 1+a
K

The probability of a L,M,N conversion electron is

PLe (—)
(i i- rrir)K \ 1+a

L+M'

PK* Pt a

Clearly pKe ♦ ♦ p2 = 1, ^ = U*

Using the values of electron intensity ratios listed in

Table 1.1 and assuming

Lcap. frac. — °'1 ^ Mcap.frae.' N
cap.frac.' cap.frac.

and = 0.56, the p values are found to be those listed in

Table 2.1a.
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TABLS 2.1a

p Values, Calculated using Experimental Data in Table 1.1

Pi Pl* pl" PX P2 PKe PLe Pe

a = 1+.7 0.50 0.39 0.19 1.08 0.175 0.71 0.13 0.81+

p ii CD . o 0.50 0.1+2 0.19 1.11 0.111 0.76 0.11+ 0.90

2.2. Effects of ana Search for Summing

For a source with two (or more) Y rays (Y^ and Y^) in cascade,
a sodium iodide detector with high overall efficiency will exhibit

a 1 sum' peak at energy Y^ + Y2* ^ll^8 *s because the light output
of a scintillator is proportional to the energy deposited in the

crystal, so that, proviaed Y-j^ and Y2 both deposit their energy in
the crystal within the decay time of the phosphor, the light output

will be proportional to the sum of their energies.

In the present case the overall detection efficiency must be

kept high to ensure a good signal to noise ratio. Even a thin Nal

crystal has an intrinsic efficiency of nearly 100% (for Y energy

^60 keV), so that, with an external source, an overall efficiency

of almost 50% is possible.

Since the 53.3 keV conversion coefficient is ~ 8 and the

13.5 keV coefficient is very high, the most likely 'summation',

if any, is between two 9.9 keV K X rays - viz. the one marking

the 'birth' of the 13.5 keV level and that marking its 'death'.
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Less likely, but possible, is 53.3 - 9.9 keV summation.

The result of the second case would be to remove one count

per 'summation1 from the K X ray peak. In the first case the sum

pulse, of energy 20 keV, would probably be included in the 53.3

keV escape peak (25 keV). Thus both 'sums* would reduce the

numerator and the first would also increase the denominator in the

X
/Y ratio, in both cases reducing its value.

For summing to occur in the crystal the lifetime of the inter¬

mediate level must be less than, or of the same order as, the

scintillator decay time, which for TTal is ~ 0.25|J-sec. The accepted

value of the half life of the 13.5 keV level is ~3p.sec, so summing

in the crystal can be expected to be comparatively rare. Summation

at the photoraultiplier anode cannot be ruled out so easily since

the output pulses are ** 2p.sec long.

The output pulse length is controlled by X = R.C where
JrL A

Ra = anode load resistance and C. = anode capacitance. UnlessA A

T > 0.2|asec (the Nal decay time), the output pulse height is

reduced because the charge 'leaks' appreciably from the anode

during its collection there.

With the notation of Section 2.1: = N0(P1+Pi,+Px"^eKwk
■m = N p_e goWY o 2 Y Y

where N , N are the numbers of K X rays and Y rays detected,
a •

73
when NQ As atoms decay, e is the detection efficiency and
co is the fractional solid angle subtended by the source at the

counter, the subscripts X and Y referring to K X rays and

53.3 keV Y rays respectively.
X

Therefore in the absence of summing the observed /Y ratio

is
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(Vr)n.fl. = teWl «(iC5) .
P2 e..wY Y

Of the Nx KX rays Nq p^1 p^" (ex a>x)2 are followed by
a second K X ray within a few usee. This is the number lost by

the K X ray peak and (possibly) gained by the 53.3 keV escape peak.

Hence the number of counts recorded when summing occurs is

KX obs. - Vpl + V + pl" - V pi" ex V'x <°x

Nr obs. = Vp2 W + pi' pi" (Vx)2>
Y

% PT + Pn 1 + P-l" - Pn 1 P-, " » . Y , Pn 'P-, "W
(/Y>0bs." ——1 *;—1—1— - (i

P2 + Pi Pi" « n.S p2

assuming eY » e = 1 and cov as to = w •AT AT
L pX

(Fraction of 53.3 keV rays absorbed at normal incidence = 1 - e r

> 0.999 using 41 m 8 (Siegbahn^0)), p m 3»5 gm./cc.,andP
t s= 0.5 x 2.5^4- cm.).

Adopting the p values in Table 2.1a and taking w = 0.5

yields (x/r)0t8. 2i (x/r)n.B. (1 - 0.3).
X

Thus, if summing occurs, the observed value of /y could be

too low by up to about 30°/o. However, summing should also produce

a change in the shape of the spectrum. This change can be made

apparent by subtracting the spectrum due to the 53.3 keV y rays

alone from that due to the 53.3. keV y rays and 9.9 keV K X rays.

Any peaks left above 9.9 keV would indicate the presence of summing.

These peaks are to be expected at about 20 keV and 63 keV.
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The spectrum due to the 53.3 keV Y rays alone was obtained

by placing a Zn absorber (10 thou thick) between the source and

the detector. This absorber is thick enough to absorb the 9.9

keV K X rays (almost totally), and allow no characteristic Zn

K X rays ( ^8.6 keV) to reach the detector, while thin enough

to transmit about 70% of the 53.3 keV Y rays at normal incidence

(see Section 2.6).

Counter. Electronics and. Source. A sodium-iodide detector was

chosen for this work because of its high constant efficiency, fairly

good resolution, and low background ndse at low energies. Solid

state detectors are to be preferred for strong sources owing to

their superior resolution but the relatively high background noise

(at 10 keV) makes them useless for low activity work. Proportional

counters show good resolution and fairly low background, but their

efficiency varies rapidly with energy (and gas pressure) so that

although almost 100% efficiency is possible for 10 keV photons, say,

the efficiency at 53.3 keV is then very low.

The present set-up consisted of a 1" dia. Nal crystal,
2

deep and fitted with a 36 mgn/cm Be window. This was mounted using

silicon optical grease on a 56 AVP photomultiplier tube. The P. ,1.

tube supply chain is shown in Pig. 2.1. The focus and deflection

electrode potentials were adjusted to give maximum count rate with
2kl

a fairly strong Am source.

It is assumed above that the 13.5 keV level always decays in

a time < the length of the output pulse. To make this more

reasonable, and any effect therefore more noticeable, the output

pulse length was increased to ~ 20M-sec. by using an anode load

Rl £ 500 kit.
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The P.M.-tube-crystal assembly was mounted in a paxolin tube

closed at one end by a brass plate which carried the E.H.T. supply

and signal output plugs. Three screwed rods mounted on this plate

carried the P.M. tube base (fixed to a paxolin ring) and paxolin

rings to keep the P.M. tube in position. Three 1" long springs on

these rods kept the P.M. tube crystal assembly pressed firmly
1"

against the front of the tube - a ^ thick paxolin ring screwed
to a brass collar.

Spacer rings and one carrying the source could be bolted to

the front of the counter. (Pig. 2.5).
The main amplifier was type NE 5259 and the pre-amp. type

NE 5281. Amplifier output pulses were fed to a Laben 512 channel

analyser of which about 300 channels (1+0 mV. wide) were used. The

power supplies were Solartron type AS 11+10 delivering + and - 21+ v.

for the amplifier and pre-amp., and the E.H.T. supply for the P.M.

tube was obtained from an Isotope Developments type 532D unit. This

was set to supply 161+0 v.

The source was made by allowing several drops of active sodium

arsenate solution, supplied by the Radiochemical Centre, Amersham,
2

to evaporate on a 1" square melinex sheet 2 mgm/cm. thick, and then

covering it with a second sheet of the same thickness.

The experiment involved recording three spectra.

1• Background•
2. Source (open).
3. Source covered by Zn absorber.

After background (Pig. 2.2c) subtraction the spectra obtained

are shown in Pigs. 2.2a and 2.2b. The factor r by which the

53.3 fceV intensity was reduced by the Zn absorber was found by

taking the ratio of the number of counts under the 53*3 keV photo-

peaks of spectra '31 and *2* respectively. Spectrum *2* was then
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multiplied by r ana spectrum'31 subtracted from the result yielding

spectrum 1+ shown in Fig. 2.3. In the absence of summing this should

contain only the 9.9 keV photapeak. The actual result exhibits a

small peak at about 1+0 keV. This was at first thought to be due to

some kind of non-linear summation but is more readily explained as

152
due to Eu contamination present in the source.

During this work a small peak was noticed at about 120 keV -

73
apparently a new line in the As spectrum. To see if it decayed

73
at the same rate as As several spectra were taken over a period

of ">1 month, when it became clear that the 120 keV activity was

73
much longer lived than As . It was then discovered that the fume

73
cupboard used to evaporate the As source had previously been used

152
to make a strong Eu source (T^ d 12 years). A spectrum recorded

152 73
with a strong Eu source showed that the spurious 'As ' peak

152
coincided well with the 122 keV line in the Hu spectrum. The

apparent sum peak at 1+0 keV is almost certainly due to the small
152

contamination of Eu which has a strong K X ray line at 1+2 keV.
73

(Eventually, as the As 53.3 keV activity decreased the 1+2 keV

activity became evident as a distortion of the low energy half

of the 53.3 keV photopeak.) since considerable data had been
73

acquired on the decay of the As 53.3 &eV activity, the measure¬

ments were continued and used to determine the half-life of As^
(3ee Chapter 3)•

Another source was made (in a 'clean' fume cupboard) and the

above measurements repeated. As can be seen from the spectrum *1+'

(Fig. 2.1+), no appreciable ( < 1%) summing apparently takes place

in the counter^ at -&ast oai/t. ike,1 kicks o^-ter system ijseai.
The arithmetic was done on the spectra stored in a 20 x 300

array in a KDF9 computer. Routines were written in Atlas Autocode
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to enable spectra to be read in and subtracted from each other.

Other routines enabled spectra with and without absorber to be

matched (the ratio of counts under their photopeaks giving the

value of r), the number of counts over any particular channel

range to be calculated, spectra to be plotted and to be shifted

up or down to allow for small zero channel drifts.

2.3, Effects of Counter Dead Time on 'Vy Ratio.

Although no summing effects have been found it is still

possible that a 9.9 keV" X ray pulse following within a few micro¬

seconds of a 53.3 keV Y ray pulse or another 9.9 keV pulse could

be lost due to the counter still being 'dead*, i.e. in the act of

recording the first pulse. The half life of the 13.5 keV level is

~3ns. so that pulse pairs separated by a time of this order are

to be expected. The 'kick sorter' was always used on the variable
73

dead time setting, when recording As spectra. This means that

the instrument is dead for a time which depends on the amplitude

of the recorded pulse in a way given by: (22 + 0.25 x N)p.s

(N = ch, no.), i.e. a minimum possible dead time of ~ 22|is. Hence

it might be expected that some X ray pulses could be lost and the
y

observed /Y ratio therefore be too low.

Consider the simplified decay scheme with a short lived

intermediate state. If the detector dead

time is taken to be 22^.8 for all pulses,

then when Y^ is detected Y^ is nearly
always lost. The number of times this

happens depends on the counter efficiency

( — 100% for Y^ and Ygin the As"^ case)

>

Y1

Y2
t
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and on the effective solid angle _/l_ subtended by the counter at

the sources

e.g. for JL= Utt Y2 is always suppressed.
for _A.= 2% of the Yg counts are suppressed

Ny = 2N
*2 l2 obs.

_TL
for Jl-JL of the Yg counts are suppressed

• • Nv = -—XT nY0-- jjj) 2 Obs.
where Nv is the * true* X count rate and N is thet2 2 obs
observed Yg count rate, and where is always detected.

73
However in the As case the decay scheme (introduced in

Chapter I) is more complicated:-

.73As

B

>

rl
'

C

)
*2

t

a/E.C.
0.5 sec.

k p-sec.

76d

Oe73

There are three contributions to the K X ray count rate, namely

those originating from transitions (A), (B) and (c). The K X rays

from the K capture (transition (A)) should always be detected if

they enter the counter. With the notation of Chapter I this occurs

with probability p, em per decay where e is the intrinsic
A A A

X ray detection efficiency and tox is the effective fractional
solid angle subtended by the counter at the source for K X rays.
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The53>3fceV ganma pulses (Y^) probability PrjEyWy Per ^ecay>
ana the K a rays which arise from the transition (B) probability

Pi*&XWX wil1 not suPPressed because of the long half-life
sec. >*> 22|-is.) of the present level. (The probability of the

level decaying within time t is 1 - e 25 x 10 ^ for

1'i. = ^T= sec* 8111(1 t = 22 fxsec.) However, the K X rays

from transition (c) will be suppressed if they follow either a

53.3 keV Y or a K X ray from the transition (b) detected in the

counter. These K X rays will be detected if they follow an un¬

detected 53*3 &eV Y, an undetected KX ray from transition (b) or an

Auger transition (b). Hence the probability per decay of recording

a K X ray from transition (c) is p-j_"(l - £XWX ~ P2 eYWY^ela,l
rather than Px"exwx*

Hence the actual number of K X rays counted per decay is

[Px + Px + pi1 ~ Pl,exWX^eXWX instead of ^x + Pl' + Pl" ) exwx*

x rpi+pi,+pi"(i ~ pi,£A - p2vv)] £/&)y
Thus the observed ratio /Y = ' ■ 1 A , A A T ' 4 A

P2 eY WY
X Pi + P-i' + R"

The true /Y ratio is —= - =— and
P2

X P1+P1,+P1" P-, "P-, * eYWY
CN X (obs /Y) = 1 i— X I - P;L» eY i»Y

P2 P2

/ X P1 P1 *YWy TI " r (i>
= (true /Y) - ■ P1 Y Y '

where = normal efficiency and solid angle correction factor

Ex ™x
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x x s pTWpi,®YWr
(true /Y) = GN(obs. A/r) + -±—1 ^ .

p2

Taking ex = £ = 1 and px = 0.5, P2 = 0.11, p1" = 0.19,
p * = 0.1+2 from Table 2.1a gives

true X/Y = CN(obs. K/r) + 0.25 + 0.06 for wx = = 0.5
i.e. true X/r = CN(obs. X/r) + 0.31

y V"
and true /Y = CN(obs. /Y) + 0 for a>x = ay = 0 .

X
Thus it is to be expected that the /Y ratio measured using

large solid angles will be underestimated by up to about 0.3

because of counter dead time. The necessary correction factor can

be made small by performing the experiment with small solid angles,

but for a given source strength statistical accuracy suffers due to

reduction in the signal/noise ratio.
X

The above result suggests that the observed /Y ratio should

increase as solid angle decreases. Another effect concerning the

disparity in absorption of 53#3 keV and 9.9 keV in the counter

window, discussed in the next section, suggests a similar variation

with solid angle. To find out if this variation could at least
X

partly explain the low /Y value discussed in Chapter 1 the

experimental work described in Section 2.5 was undertaken.

2.2+. Effect of Counter Window on x/y ratio.

The relatively high light output of sodium iodide, supplied

by Nuclear Enterprises (G.B.) Ltd., makes it an attractive material

for use as a scintillation detector of low energy radiation.

However, being highly deliquescent it cannot be conveniently used
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unless encapsulated in an air tight container, usually made of

aluminium, Some of the incident photons to "be detected may he

absorbed in passage through the container, and this effect in¬

creases as the incident photon energy decreases. In fact, the

fraction of the incident intensity transmitted on the assumption

that the photons are incident normal to the container walls is

= e""^ where n is the absorption coefficient of the wall
° -1

material in cm. and t its thickness in cm. This can be written

Y~ = e""*A/10,Pt where p is the density of the absorber material
o

in gm./cc. For a parallel beam of radiation incident at angle 6 ,

this becomes ©"M-Vcos © , jf (as in present case) an intensity

comparison is made between photons of different energy the lower

energy component will be underestimated by an amount which depends

on the absorption coefficient and thickness of the container material

and also on the source-crystal geometry.

In order to keep this effect small the crystal used in the
y
/Y ratio experiments was 1" dia. x deep Nal (supplied by

Nuclear Enterprises (G.B.) Ltd.) encapsulated in aluminium but
p

fitted with a Be window of thickness 36 mgm/cm. • To gain some

idea of the advantage of using Be, consider the transmitted

fraction of a normally incident parallel beam. Taking the

theoretical value for 'Vp = 0.554 cm.2/gm. (given by Sighbahn^0^)
leads to /JL = 0.98. For the thinnest usable AI ~ 0.001"

Q

(i.e. 7 mgm/cm. ), however, this ratio is 0.84, again using

Sighbahn's^0^ theoretical value for 22.3 cm.2/gm.
If the above case were relevant, then neglecting the very

small absorption of the 53*3 keV {^/IQ s 0.994)» a correction
y

factor of **+2 /o should be applied to the /y ratio. However,
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this correction was calculated on the assumption of a parallel

bean of radiation normally incident on the counter window and is

therefore only justified in the limit of small solid angle, i.e.

when the source is distant from the window.

To find the magnitude of the effect of non-normal incidence

consider a point source S placed at the centre of the counter

window and just outside it:-

B

Q r™

Be ■

I RI
Na I

-:t:£
Due to the window thickness (t cm.), the distance a photon must

travel in the Be before reaching the sensitive detector is t cm.

t /

The maximum distance is SB = /cos 9 where 9 is the half angle

subtended by the sensitive counter at the source, given by

. AB R
tan & = SI = t •

Taking t = 0.008", R = 0.4% yields 9 89° so that

SB 1 cm.

The transmission of photons passing through 1 cm. of Be is
- ^ p

e p » 0.14, where p = 1.8 gm./cc. and ^ = 0.95 era. /gra.
r •

Thus the transmitted fraction of 9.9 keV K X rays must lie

somewhere between 0.14 and 0.98. In the next paragraph an exact

expression is derived for this factor.

In the general case of a point source placed centrally in

front of the window at a distance *d* from the sensitive detector

face (i.e. from the back of the window) the figure given below



applies:
h = t/cos ©

/&
r^:

i// }

Na I//Ta
©+&©

If the source emits NQ K X rays/sec then this number
2

pass through the surface (area U?ir ) of a sphere, (radius r) centered at

3, per second. Therefore the intensity r cm from the source
N 0/2I(r) = /r /unit area/sec. The area of the annulus on the

window subtending the cones of half angles 0 and 0 + d0 is

2xp.rd0. Hence the number of photons incident on this annulus
N

= area x Intensity = — , 2x p d0 per sec.
r

After passing through the window this number is reduced to

N
o

r
. 2% p e"^11 a© , where sin0 AB

SB

.*. The total no. of photons entering the counter

'(9 N
= /Jo

2*P ~ e"'lh d0

r&
m / 2tc ST .d tan 0 . ~ 1 m e<39.Jo ° d

= No Bin & .-nVcosO d0

#d tan e, . £O|_0 e-M.t/cos0

/c1

0°°3^ en,Vx .

where x = COS 0 .
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On the assumption that every photon reaching the Nal is

detected, the fraction of the emitted X rays recorded is
* r
% jel W1 = "lr- ' e dx#

=2# fcos0 -iVx
1

In the case when d is large compared to Rf i.e.

cos0 ~ 1 the integrand does not change appreciably between

the limits and

= + ie ! (l - cos 0 ).

This is the normal efficiency factor since the fractional solid

angle is given by •§•( 1 - cos 0 ) and ~ • $ the
attenuation factor for normal incidence.

Unless approximations are made, the integral in the expression

for e-^ can only be evaluated numerically.

r1
Approximation for cos0 — 1 s * V I

'cos ©

_ 1= 2
f1 o"*a'/x[ e dx.

J
cos 0

where a* = pt.

Provided a'/x < 1 the exponential can be expanded as:

-a* /x _ a', i/&!2 l,a*\3
e = 1 - /x + H~) - )

Neglecting higher terms in this expansion will involve an error

of only about 1% provided |(| )3 < lo"2 for all x. This con-

f /—H?1
dition is satisfied if lo""2 or cos e> > a* 3J -2.5a*.

i.e. @ < cos 1(2.5al) (2.3.1)

In this case
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ei wl * f Tl - a /x + %(a /x)2 - ^(a /x^l dx1 1 ' cos© L J

» % He - a* log X - %(a /x) + ■^(^■-2)1 ~L x J cosc>

e, w, cl ||| - cos(j)) + log(cosQ) - jra,2(l -^
COS 0

a*^/- 1 \

The first term is the fractional solid angle and the others may he

regarded as a correction for the effect of window absorption*

Calculation for several <£) values yields the results shown in
p

Table (2*1), using jj. = 0,69k cm* /gm. (see Appendix II).
For £) values greater than cos^^^a*) it is preferable to

integrate numerically. This may be done by breaking the region

of integration up into an even number (2m) of panels by means of

2m + 1 parallel lines drawn at constant distance h apart and

applying the well known Simpson*s Rule5

A " ¥ f(y0 + y2m> + ^yl + y3 + — y2m-l> + 2(y2 + yU +
y2m-2>]

where yQ y^ .... y2m denote lengths of the intercepted segments.
The accuracy of this method improves with the number of panels.

A computer program has been written (Appendix I) which, starting

with 10 panels, calculates the integral for 2m increasing in steps

of 10 up to 200. In all cases the value calculated changed by less

than 0.1°/o as m increased above 30. The results obtained by

this method are also listed in Table (2.1).



TABLE2.1:EffectiveValuesofeio
d (inches)
Geometrical SolidAngle i(l-cos0)

ewforBe

£03

forkC

-a1

we (normal incidence)
by series expansion

by numerical integration

-a'

we (normal incidence)
by series expansion

by numerical integration

9.9&eV 0.001

0.499

0.416

-

0.2992

0.008

0.490

0.478

0.4472

0.4474

0.125

0.351

0.342

0.3361

0.3361

0.293

0.2532

0.2582

0.25

0.235

0.229

0.2272

0.2272

0.176

0.1842

0.1843

0.375

0.158

0.154

0.1534

0.1534

0.131

0.1272

0.1272

0.50

0.110

0.107

0.1065

0.1065

0.091

0.0893

0.0894

0.625

0.079

0.077

0.0767

0.0767

0.066

0.0648

0.0648

53.3keV 0.001

0.499

0.498

0.4941

0.4941

0.008

0.490

0.489

0.4845

0.4845

0.125

0.351

0.350

0.3491

0.3491

0.350

0.3499

0.3499

0.25

0.235

0.234

0.2341

0.2341

0.235

0.2345

0.2345

0.375

0.158

0.158

0.1575

0.1575

0.158

0.1577

0.1577

0.50

0.110

0.109

0.1092

0.1092

0.109

0.1094

0.1094

0.625

0.079

0.079

0.0786

0.0786

0.079

0.0787

0.0787
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The values of e1co1 have also been tabulated for the case of a
.001" AC window, and show that the /Y value calculated using

normal absorption should be multiplied by up to l.U depending on

the source position.

2.5. Experimental method

x
The experimental arrangement used to measure the /Y ratio

was basically the same as described in Section 2.2 of this chapter.
1"

However, the source was mounted on a -g thick paxolin ring, which
could be bolted to the face of the counter. The source was then
1"
^ from the detector. This distance could be easily changed to
3" i 5" 1"

or -g by inserting 1, 2 or 3 other g thick paxolin ring
1"

spacers as shown in Pig. (2.5). The value d = -g was achieved
by mounting the source on the counter face as in Section 2,2, and

the maximum solid angle measurement was carried out with the source

mounted directly on to the Be window. Preliminary readings for

this last case were made with the source covered by a thin

(2. mgrr/cm. ) sheet of melinex to avoid contamination of the

crystal. To discover the absorption effect of the melinex two

sets of spectra were recorded with the source covered for the
1"

d = -g case. Finally, after all the other spectra had been
recorded two sets for the d = 0 case were taken with the un¬

covered source mounted in contact with the Be window.

The only details of the counter which differed from the des¬

cription given in Section 2 were amplifier gain and the value of

the anode load. The latter was reduced to k_Q. giving out¬

put pulses 2)jls long, and was found to be about optimum for

best resolution. (Good resolution enables the distinction between
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9.9 keV X ray photo peak and 53»3 heV esoape peak to be more

readily drawn.)

For each d value a group of three spectra were recorded:

a) Open source.

b) Background.

c) Source covered by Zn absorber.

The zn absorber was the 10 thou thick material used in

Section 2 and in each case it was placed in contact with the As

source. Each spectrum was counted for a 9 hour overnight period,

and the counter gain and resolution checked for stability before

and after each run using the 120 keV and 1+2 keV lines of a strong
152

Eu source. The observed 120 keV peak position drifted by less

than - 10 channels in 200 during the total period of observation
73( ^ 60 days). The As spectra were very similar to those of

Fig. (2.2) except for a slight improvement in resolution.
5«

The first group of readings was taken with d = -g and the
1"

source brought nearer in steps of g (the azimuthal position of
1"

the source being kept fixed) until d = g • The source was then
1"

covered by melinex and the d » g readings repeated. Two d = 0
1"

and another d = g reading were then made. The melinex was then
1" 1" 3" 1" 5"

removed before taking second readings at d = g , v^» g> Tj' Q*

Finally "two spectra for d = 0 ( source uncovered by

melinex) were recorded. Thus two sets of data were obtained for

every d value.

The background spectra (fcr example, Fig. 2.2c) showed the

high energy tail of the PM tube noi3e confined to the first few

channels, and the broad peak at 75 keV reported by Hanson ;.

The position of this peak remained fairly constant throughout the

period but the overall noise intensity showed considerable
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variations, suggesting that a simple subtraction of the previous

(or subsequent) noise spectrum for the As or As + Zn spectrum

might give an erroneous Noiseless' spectrum, particularly for the
nd.

2 set of large d value readings where the source is weak and

the solid angle small. For this reason the noise subtraction

was preceded by a matching process described in the next section.

2.6. Treatment of Results

The background intensity during a source run was estimated

in the following way. First of all the number of counts (N„r) in

the source spectrum above the high energy tail of the 53«3 keV

photopeak was calculated. This number was then divided by the

total number of counts recorded in the same channel range

during a background run (i.e. with source removed). All channels

of the background spectrum were then multiplied by this ratio
N

(e = rr*) , the result being a background SDectrum appropriate to
nB

the source run. The multiplying factors were usually fairly

close to unity, an extreme case being e = 1.10.

This modified background was then subtracted from the source

spectrum. The intensity of the K X ray and Y ray lines was deter¬

mined by summing the counts under the respective peak3 in the

Noiseless* spectra, the limits of the peaks being determined by

inspection. The escape peak was included in the 53«3 keV summation.

The mean values obtained from the two runs are shown in

Table 2.2, the errors being estimated from the statistics and

also from the effect of the possible range of ' limits' of the

peaks.
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One difficulty of this method lies in deciding the division

between the high energy tail of the 9.9 keV K X ray peak and the

low energy tail of the 53.3 keV escape peak. Due tc relatively

poor resolution of the former these overlap slightly. In an

attempt to overcome this problem the technique described in the

next paragraph was used.
73

An example of spectra obtained with the As source covered

by 10 thou thick Zn sheet is shown in Pig. 2.2b. As may be

expected the 9.9 keV X rays are completely absorbed, leaving

only the 53.3 keV" Y ray reduced in intensity by the factor

r d 0.5.

TABLE 2.2

d

(inches)
Mean X/r Mean (X/Y)

(Absorber Method)

0.625 7.3 - 0.9 7.1 - 1.5

0.50 7.3 - 0.7 7.5 - 1.5

0.375 7.1 - 0.7 7.0 - 0.7

0.25 l.h - 0.5 7.0 - 0.6

0.125 7.5 - O.h 7.6 - 0.7

0.008 7.3 - O.h 7.8 — 0.6

Making the assumption that the Zn absorber has no effect

on the response of the detector (i.e. no effect on line shape),
73

such spectra can be used to determine how much of the open As

spectrum is due to the 53.3 keV Y ray.
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Using the notation N _ = total counts under 9.9 and 53.3
open

keV in 'no absorber' case

M = total counts in 'with absorber'
Zn

case

XA = r x Nopei/N2n - 1 .

The factor r may also be calculated using the known absorp¬

tion coefficient for zinc (see Appendix II) and the results of

Section U. In this case the deviation from the normal absorption
wlir

factor e is quite large but agreement with the calculated

values is good (Pig. 2.6). Almost total absorption of the 9.9

keV K X rays is obtained with this absorber, which also reabsorbs

any characteristic Zn K X rays (K edge 9.66 keV) emitted after

9.9 keV or 53.3 keV absorption. That the absorber was thick

enough for this purpose is verified by the absence of any peak

at about 8.5 keV in the 'with absorber* spectra.

The /Y values calculated in this way are also included in

Table 2.2.

Discussion of the Hesults

X
The /Y values obtained in the present experiment were sig-

/X 4"
nificantly larger than the result ( /Y = 6.2 - 0.6) found by

Welker et al. However, the results show no variation with solid

angle outside the estimated errors. This is not surprising as

the errors are comparable with the estimated size of solid angle
X

effects. A further complication was that the /Y value appeared

to increase slowly with time.
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This may have been due to a systematic error which changed

as the source intensity decreased, or a small percentage of some long
lived contamination present in the source (emitting an X ray at

about 10 keV). A careful search up to about 1 Mev revealed no

peaks above 53.3 keV that did not appear in the background. A

short lived contamination, emitting 5U keV Y*s, is a possibility
. • ft

that can probably be ruled out, as the measurements were made about

three years after the source was made. /Y as a function of time

is shown in Pig. 2.7,
x r~

The conclusion that /Y 7.5jafter correction for normal

absorptionjfrora this experiment suggested that a more accurate
experiment might, yield interesting results. To reduce the errors

several requirements were clearly necessary:

1. Stronger source (that used above was <0.1 nC)

2. Reduced background.

3. Improved resolution.

The first of these requirements was satisfied when a 10 \xG

source became available (supplied by the Radiochemical Centre,

Amersham). One drop of this material produced a source about 50

times stronger than that used above. The other two factors were

realised by use of a P.M. tube with improved cathode sensitivity

and lower dark current and background noise (EMI Type 9635QB).
The strong source and improved counter yielded spectra like

that shown in Chapter 5 Pig, 5.3a* The resolution was ~ lj.5 %

at 53,3 keV and *v at 9.9 keV, and the tube noise was well

below the 9.9 keV peak (see increased gain spectrum, Pig. 5.3a).
A somewhat different arrangement enabled the source position

to be measured more accurately (d i 0.1 mm). This consisted of a

perspex source holder (hollowed to reduce scattering) which could



be screwed in and out of a perspex block fixed to the front of the

counter (Pig. 2.8).

The experiment was repeated exactly as before except that the

multi-channel analyser was used to set threshold and gate width

values on single channel analysers (see Chapter 4). The results
X

are given in Table 2.3 and /Y plotted as a function of solid

angle in Pig. 2.9. Each value listed is an average of five runs

and the error quoted is purely statistical. An estimate of the

systematic error due to setting the analyser thresholds wrongly

was found by experiment to be ^ i 0.08.

TABLE 2.3

Solid Angle Mean X/Y

0.490
0.451
0.411

0.369
0.330

0.262
0.165
0.134

7.87 - .02

8.02 - .01

8.19 1 .04
8.35 - .03

8.50 - .07
8.61 i .03

8.68 - .04

8.67 - .02

Result after extrapolation to zero solid

angle and after normal absorption and
dead time correction

8.95 - 0.2

No significant variation with time was found over a period

of about two months.

Pig. 2.9 shows the variation with solid angle rather as
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expected from the discussion of Sections 2 and 3 of this Chapter.
X

Taking the asymptotic value of /Y to be 8.7 the calculation to

take account of window absorption gives the upper curve shown.

The lower curve takes account of dead time as well.

The experimental points agree quite well with this last
X +

curve, implying that the true value of /Y = 3.35 - 0.2. It is

interesting that this is ~ 1.45 times the value obtained by

Welker et al. (Of. Section 4«)
It is difficult to understand the lower value ( ~ 7.5)

obtained with the weak source, but it may be due to a systematic

underestimation of the lower energy part of the X-ray peak due to

P.M. tube noise.
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CHAPTBR 3

HALF-LIFE OF ARSENIC-75

As pointed out in Chapter 2 spectra were taken using the

contaminated source for a period of about 30 days before the

contamination was identified. These measurements were continued

using this source for a further period of 250 days in an attempt
"72

to measure the As J half-life reported as 76 or ~ 100 days (see

Chapter 1) and to test a method for determining the contamina¬

tion intensity. A fuller description of these measurements and

the details of the ways in which the presence of the contamina¬

tion was allowed for in calculating the half-life are presented

in this chapter.

3.1. Counter stability

The counter assembly was exactly as described in Chapter 2

(Section 2.) throughout the period of measurement.

Since the background was found to change in intensity by
fis

up to 30 /o over a period of a few weeks it was considered best

to take a noise spectrum just before or just after a source run.

Thus a typical group of successive overnight readings was!

1• Background

2. Source

3. Source

h. Background.

This, of course, meant removing the source between readings

to enable the background spectra to be taken. To ensure accurate
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geometrical re-positioning the source was mounted on a paxolin

ring which could "be bolted to the front of the counter.

The gain stability of the counter was checked (before and
1 RP

after each spectrum was recorded) using a strong Su source,

giving peaks at U-2 keV and 120 keV. The 120 keV peak drifted

by less than - 12 channels during the 250 day period of obser¬

vation.

The number of counts under the 53*3 keV photopeak was taken

as the measure of the activity. To enable the half life of the
73

As'v activity to be calculated, it was necessary to discover how

much of the 53*3 keV peak was in fact due to the U-2 keV K X rays

152 •

of the suspected Eu contamination. This was done in two ways.

1) by subtraction of a quantity R e~^c^ from the data before
c

performing a linear least squares fit calculation on a

log(acticity) versus time curve and adjusting R for best linear-
C

ity. (Here "Vx = X = the mean life of the Eu^"^ contamina-
c c

tion). This will be described fully in Section 3.3.
1 RP

2) by comparison with the spectrum of a pure Eu source (next

section).

3.2 Estimation of Contamination by Comparison Method

Typical Eu^^^ (strong source) and contaminated As~^ spectra

are shown in Pigs. 3.1a,b, the U2 keV contamination being

apparent as a 'bulge' in the low energy side of the 53.3 keV

photopeak. The 1+2 keV Eu K X ray overlaps with the 53»3 keV

peak above channel number 28. The ratio

No. of counts under the U-2 keV peak above channel no, 28
^ ~ No. of counts under the 120 keV peak
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132
was evaluated for many of the calihration Su spectra

mentioned above. The average value was found to "be

rj" a 2.00 - 0.05 where the error is the standard deviation

6^ of the mean calculated from the formula derived, for example,
►51 - n

%
where there are n measure-

by Parrat" f _

iTi^i - ^2*1 ~
n(n-l)

ments T]i and iq = n •

Multiplication of the mean number of counts 5 under the
73 —

120 keV peak in the As case by rj then gave the contribution

of 1+2 keV Su K X rays to the photopeak of the 53 »3 keV As''3 gamma.

Owing to the low intensity of the 120 keV line, the background

was estimated graphically - the high and low energy ends of the

peak being joined by a smooth curve shown typically in Pig. 3»lb.

The required intensity was then calculated by finding the enclosed

area under the peak. This procedure was adopted to remove the

error outlined in Chapter 2 due to small changes in background

intensity from run to run Milch are important for very weak

lines. Using this method, however, it is more difficult to estimate

where the high and low energy 'tails* of the peak merge with the

background.

The average 120 keV peak intensity was found to be

R = 25,100 - 1+00 the error being evaluated as before.

Hence the 'contamination' counts in the 53«3 keV peak

R » (50.2 - 1.6) x 103.C

The error quoted is statistical only, it being recognized

that the systematic error is likely to be larger (particularly
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from the R contribution).

The above procedure assumes a constant contamination throughout

the period of observation which is a reasonable approximation to the
152

accuracy quoted (Bu 9 half life ~ 13 years). Calculation of half-

life from the gradient of the line l°s(R0-b8 ~ Rg) versus t yielded
the result =87-1 days.

3»3. Contamination by Linearity Method

Making the assumption that the probability for an excited

nucleus to decay during the time between t and t + A t is pro¬

portional to At and the initial number of excited nucleons N(t)

i.e. P = XN(t)At where X is a constant different

for different nuclei, the decay rate or activity is given by

St = E(t) = Ml(t) = -|f
• *. log N = -Xt + log Nq where there are NQ excited atoms

at t as 0

• *• log R = -Xt + log Rc
where RQ is the activity at time t = 0.

Thus for a pure source fixed relative to a counter of constant

detection efficiency a plot of the log of the count rate as a

function of time will yield a straight line with gradient - X.

It is easy to show that X = where is the half-life of

the source. Note that R —> 0 as t —* oo •

Addition of a long lived impurity will destroy the linearity

of the above plot since the compound source activity will approach
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the impurity rate rather than zero. In this case subtraction

of the constant contamination is necessary before the log plot

becomes linear. On the other hand, when the contamination is

unknown it may be found by treating it as a parameter Rrt to
be adjusted for best linearity of the plot. The effect of vary¬

ing R may be seen graphically in Fig. 3*2I if R_ is too
v C

small the plot remains curved upwards, if too large it is

curved downwards and the plot is only linear when RQ is the
decay rate of the contamination.

In practice owing to errors on the points only a *best

straight line* can be found and Rc must be adjusted to improve
some Criterion of linearity1. The criterion used here was the

fractional standard deviation in the gradient.

The formulae for gradient b and intercept a derived

for example by Parrat

a « |jZxi2 - x^xiyi)] /Jt(xi*-x)2
b = £>(xi - x)(yi - y)] / 2 (k± - x)2

S. = (" ■ "W) Sy
nJxi -

where Sy = , - a - v2
n

_ 2. xi - _(where x = /n and y » ziy^/n , x^ * t^ and
yi = log(R^ - Rq) for n values of R^ and ti) were used in a
computer program (written in Atlas Autocode) which performed

the calculations for different Rc values provided in the data.
From the results a plot of S-^/b against RQ was drawn,
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CHAPTER h

LIFETIME OP THE 66.8 keV LEVEL

Probably the most commonly used technique for measuring the

half-life of nuclear excited states is the delayed coincidence

method. This has been fully described by Bell et al.^0^ (1965)
and is based on the correlation in time between the radiation (a)

marking the 'birth* of the level and that (b) marking its 'death'.

If (A) and (B) are counted in two separate detectors a' and B'

>

A
r

3
B

t

then the probability of a time delay 't' betv/een pulses from the tvro
—\"fc

detectors is of the form e where \ is the decay constant of the

level (k = °'%P1 where is the half-life).
tz

In the basic delayed coincidence method this time distribution

is obtained from the observed coincidence count rate as a function

of time delays introduced in the 'A* detector (e.g. De Bendetti and

McGowan^) (19*4-8)).

This has recently been developed so that the delay time is

changed automatically and the whole decay curve is obtained at

once - the multichannel delayed coincidence method. The time

delays in this case are measured by an analogue or digital method

and the results stored in a multichannel pulse height analyser or

computer. In the analogue system of measurement the first pulse

starts the linear charging of a capacitor and the second pulse

stops it. The amplitude of an output pulse taken from this
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capacitor is a linear function of the time between the two input

pulses.

In the digital system a high stability pulse generator is

started by the first pulse and stopped by the second so that the

number of output pulses is proportional to the time delay.

Multichannel digital time analysers have been used for many mean

life measurements inthe microsecond region, while analogue methods

have enabled short ( < 10 ^ sec.) mean lives to be measured.

In the present work an attanpt has been made to measure

the 66.8 keV level half-life ( -v 0.5 sec.) using a time to

amplitude converter and multichannel pulse height analyser. Con¬

sideration of the difficulties (particularly due to the large

chance coincidence rate) involved (Section i+.l) leads to certain

requirements for the converter design and calibration, which are

discussed in Sections h.2 and U.3. The rest of this chapter is

devoted to a description of the experimental arrangement and

results.

U.l. Feasibility of the Delayed Coincidence Method for

Long Half-lives

Chance Coincidences. If and respectively

denote the probability that the 'birth' and * death' of the level are

detected, then the count rates in the two counters are given by

H* = 6a R 8. a «L e. E . where R is the sourceAAAo BBBo* o

strength, and background is neglected. Even if there is no cor¬

relation in time between the events occurring in the two counters

there will still be a certain "chance" number of counts per unit

time registered in each channel of time width dt, given by



R * Ra R dtch A B

provided that t <K , and li« rf" •
B 4 KA

The true coincidence rate is given by
_""X t

- EA *B «S X " *

Hence the true/chance ratio is /R = Xe /Rq and for
ch

this to be large it is necessary that RQ < X i.e. ^ >

where f is the mean life of the level.

v -3
This requirement is easily satisfied when ^ ^ 10 sees.,

but if f ^ 1 sec. it becomes necessary to use a source so weak

that background is important. Also, the time required to collect

the data becomes rather long.

To tinderstand the even more stringent restriction t « ~-

it is helpful to consider the T.A.G. as a unit which, on bemg

started by a type A pulse, sweeps through the time channels

(each of width dt) until stopped by pulse B. A count is then

registered in the channel reached and the 'sweep* returns to zero.

The number of chance counts recorded in a channel is proportional

to dt, and the number of times the channel is opened. If

the average time between type B pulses sec. is less than the
Kg

total sweep time (= n dt where n is the number of time

channels) then it will often happen that the sweep will stop before

it reaches the last few channels. In fact the number of times a

particular channel is opened will decrease from first to last and

the chance count rate will include an exponential time factor.

The above argument does not, of course, apply to a T.A.G.

which is designed so that the sweep runs on to the maximum time tg
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(whether or not a pulse of type B occurs) before returning to

zero. In this case each channel is opened for exactly the same

number of times and the chance rate is constant for all channels

of equal width.

A unit of this type is 'dead' to start (i.e. type A) pulses

for a total time N„ t (where N is the number of (complete)S3 3

sweeps executed in the total counting time t".) i.e. it is

'live* for time t" - t » during which the counter A detects3 o

w * = (t" - N t )R events.
A S 3 A

To sum up the above results it can be seen that good

statistical accuracy (in a given counting time t") and freedom

from background effects requires a strong source and a large

number of sweeps (i.e. short sweep time), but this conflicts with

the requirement of a large true/chance ratio and a long sweep time

(so that the decay can be followed over several half-lives).

To find the optimum source strength and sweep time it is

useful to introduce the following notation:

No = No. of source decays in time t" ; Rq « N°/t"
B. * No, of background counts in time tM in counter Aj

ba
bra= t*

Bb = No. of background counts in time t" in counter Bj

♦ #

i.e. R,S
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N,

*A = N° WA CA + BA 1 RA " /tM -}
A

}
Ho 0) e + B , n = B/t" j

(redefined)

NB ~ B "B ' "B 9 "B

w (t) = No. of true coincidences in a channel of width dt in
Nm(t)

time t" % R^t) a -iff.
N = No. of chance coincidences in a channel of width ^t in

c N
time t" i Rc = G/t" . , ,

Ns = VU + as before ' Es = i\ t. •
D

The number of genuine A pulses which start a sweep is now

V - V1"
A

.". the number of true coincidences recorded in a channel is

NT(t) = Ng* wB eB \e""Xt dt . (U.l.l)
The number of chance coincidences per channel is now given by

"c - NS EB " - "3 ^ <E-1-2)
In all channels the observed number of counts N^g = N^ + N^
and is to be evaluated from this equation. Hence the standard

deviation in N(J,, 9L say, will be ouch that m
C

in an obvious notation.

Prom equation (U.1.2)

% 0 J NS NB

/= Ns t* at J\+ ^ '
assuming no errors in dt and t".



Also *obs ~ yNobs = J NC + NT

• *. s.t/nt "ft* + "T + (flt'"B»T)2f»a + tJ
+ k+ (ik^)2r^+yj" (H-i*3)

Now the half-life value comes frcm the gradient m of the

line Y as mx + c where y = log^ N (t) and x = te i

dX
& - J (^-)2 2 = XsdNT T Nt
If there are n time channels then there, are n points

(x^ y^) and the x values are x^ = 0, x^ = dt, X-, = 2 dt
xn = (n-l) dt .

Making the assumption that the standard deviations in the y

values are all equal to the value calculated using 2+.1.3 wiih
( 51^

t = "It » then, (see for example Parrat^ ')
, n *

Qv

^ Z.x±* - ("£xi)5

Itiri)8 / udy2
where sy ml

n . 2 - / ^T5 • ^/^2*71
C <• 6y / n „ — —* X = (i-1) at'(n-ajfn^2 - (fx^2] 1where the sums are

over the range i = 1
to i = n .

The final expression for £. is

CL _2
K< = IT T- / r~- n ——1 (U.l.U)Hr hj (n-2)(n-l) [n + 13n - 2bn + 12J

using t s =» n d t •
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where is given by (J+.1.3).
nt cr,

It is interesting to note that since VNrp contains a factor
i.e. /+ the error in gradient is almost independent of n.

Vdt ^ *3

(n dependence of 61 is / 111 '^3% 'p ^2
>/ (n-2)(n-l) £n + 13n - 2bn + 12J

as n —» co • )

Equation expresses & as a function of RQ and t^,
and the optimum values of these variables are therefore those which

give a minimum value of Also evaluation of this expression

gives the accuracy to be expected from the experiment if it is run

for a counting time tM, with a given background.
73

In the case of the 66.8 keV level of As the situation is

slightly complicated by the fact that the only possible 'start'
/>

pulse comes from the detection of a 9.9 keV K X ray resulting from

the K capture process. It is impossible to distinguish this K X ray

from those that arise after conversion of the 53.3 &eV or 13.5 keV

gaiima transitions which therefore contribute to the background B^.
Some reduction of this contribution was afforded by arranging

that the K X ray counter be 'switched off* for ~ 33 M-sec. by a

pulse due to a conversion electron from the 53.3 keV transition,

which, (on this time scale) is coincident with these 'noise'

K X rays.

The 53.3 conversion electrons were also chosen to provide

the 'type B' pulse rather than the 53.3 keV y rays. The 'figure
• t

of merit* here is the signal/noise ratio ., and although the noise

in the detector used (proportional counter) was about 3 times that

of a good scintillator - PM tube assembly (for Y rays), the signal
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was about 8 times greater (o^ cz 8, see Chapter 1).
In the general results derived above it is only necessary to

replace Wg eB by pg eBg by u>A eA by u>x ex, and
B. by

A

<°x ex Ho[pl'(1 - % £«) + Pl"(1 - pe we ee>J + Bx

using the notation of Chapter 2 with ok e the fractional solid0 0

angle and efficiency for 53.3 &eV conversion electron detection
B B

and V-j-ii# e/t« the actual background counting rates for K X
ray and conversion electron counters respectively.

A computer program written in Atlas Autocode was employed to

evaluate expression (l*. 1.1*), talcing the 1 p* values listed in

Table 2.1a and

e. » » 0.14.5# e » * 0.35# )e 9 5 (See Section

® 0.1 sec. \ Be/t" s sec* * )
(52)

The results agreed with the general conclusions of Grantv '

and showed that the error in half-life measurement depended markedly

on the value of t„# optimum being about 1.8 sees. (i.e. ~ 3 half-b

lives), and varied only slowly with RQ - optimum being
—1 —1

Rq = 2.50 sec, (implying an X ray (gated) count rate of 1.7 sec.
-1

and a conversion electron rate of 0.9 sec. ). Calculation for

n = 1+0, $0, 120 confirmed that the accuracy was (nearly) indepen¬

dent of n .

The results also showed that an error of about 5% might be
6

expected for a total counting time of 10 sees., and that the
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maximum true to chance ratio in the optimum case would be about

0.08. In view of the large chance contribution, it is obviously

important that calculation of the chance rate be accurate. Since

r . N „ and dt it is necessary that
ch S

provision be made for counting the number of sweeps, and that the

dt be the same for all channels (i.e. the T.A.C. sweep must be
; * ' U , A

accurately linear). The design of the present T.A.C. is discussed

in the next section; calibration and a discussion of the way in

which a sraall devi ation from linearity was allowed for are pre¬

sented in section k,3*

k,2. Time to Amplitude Converter

Basic Operation. The pulses to be Converted* (type B) are

applied to the input of the monostable circuit which provides an

output pulse whose amplitude depends only on supply voltage. The

supply voltage is usually constant but after detection of a type A

pulse, it is made to decrease linearly with time by means of a

ramp generator. The starting and stopping of the ramp are con¬

trolled by a bistable control circuit vhich is switched by the

trigger (type A) pulse. The ramp starts and after one ramp sweep

the control bistable is switched bach again so that it holds the

ramp 'off until another trigger pulse arrives. Any trigger pulse

arriving during the ramp sweep time t;, has no influence on the
control bistable and is therefore lost.

Circuit Design. The complete circuit of the T.A.C. is given in

Fig. U.l. The heart of the unit is a 22|_tF capacitor C which is



Time to Amplitude Converter

FIG 4.1
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charged by a constant current generator - an emitter follower

arrangement of transistor BC15U. The base voltage of this tran¬

sistor is set by the 2.5 kHpot (Rl) anct. the emitter follows this

within the base-emitter voltage which is about 0.7 volts. The

emitter and approximate collector current (i.e. current charging C)

is then given by (V_ - 0.7)/R, where R is the emitter load
D </

value. The silicon diode 1N91U is included to compensate for any

thermal drifts in the base-emitter voltage.

yhen the voltage across the capacitor reaches the trigger

voltage of the unijunction transistor 2^262+7 (about half the

supply voltage) the capacitor is rapidly discharged through the

10 Si. resistor and a pulse taken from this resistor marks the end

of the sweep.

In order that the charging process be linear, it is important

that the leakage current for capacitor discharge be kept to a

minimum. For example a sweep time t„ — 1.8 sees, requires a
y

charging current of about 50 p.A, Linearity to within 1% can be

expected only if variations of the leakage current acre <1 pA.

The capacitor used was therefore of the low leakage tantallum

type (Hunt* s type TSR326, maximum leakage quoted at < 2|xA) •

The maximum leakage of the unijunction type 2N 2.6U7 is only 0.2 p.A.

Since the output monostable requires a supply of about 2 91a

a large ratio impedance transformer is clearly necessary to pre¬

serve linearity. This hatching* is provided by the double

emitter follower 2C U25, each half of which has a current gain of

^ 100. The second emitter of this combination is taken to the

-22+v supply via a 1 kftload. Hence the standing current in the load

is 2h ma which means that the first base draws £ 2.U|jiA from the
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capacitor. The current drawn "by the output nonostable varies from

1 - 2 rna (during the sweep), i.e. by about standing

current. Hence the variation in base current is /v o.l (J.A or about

^th of the charging current.
The ramp voltage supply to the output circuit is shown in

Pig. U.2.

The output monost&ble consisted of two ~P3hS transistors in a

conventional arrangement.

A negative input pulse produced a positive pulse about 1 pS

long, which was fed to the output via an emitter follower (another

P3^+6). Regular generator input pulses were used to obtain the

series of output pulses shown in Pig. 1+.3. It can be seen that the

pulse length varies with amplitude from about 1.5 to 2.5 pS,

but the rise time is almost constant ( ** 200 nsec.). (A test of

the Laben multichannel analyser showed that the channel into which

a pulse was 'sorted* was independent of pul3e length in the range

0.5 to 10 pS.)

Trigger and Control Circuit. In the absence of a start pulse the

ramp voltage was kept at 'zero' by the transistor T (type P3h6)
across the 22 pF capacitor. When this transistor is 'on' the

capacitor is kept discharged. The ramp is triggered by switching

this tran lifttor 'off', leakage by this path then being < 1 pA.

The state of transistor T depends on the collector voltage

of the right hand (R.H.) transistor of the control raonostable

which is either O.h volts (transistor 'on') or 7.5 volta (transistor

'off'). The emitter follower E supplies these voltages to the

transistor T which is thus also either 'off' or 'on' respectively.



FIG 4.2 T.A.C. Ramp

FIG 4.4 Ramp Flyback



T.A.C. Output Pulses

FIG 4.3
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Conslder the initial case when the L.H, transistor of the

control monostable is 'off*. Any negative would-be trigger pulse

applied to the base of this transistor cannot change its state,

and is therefore lost. The R.H. transistor must be 'on', so that

transistor T is 'off* and the 22 jiP capacitor is allowed to

charge up to the unijunction trigger voltage. Then this point is

reached the unijunction discharges G via the 10.A. resistor. A

positive pulse appearing at the 10JL is fed to the base of the

L.H. transistor which is therefore switched 'on' and the R.H. one

is switched 'off*. Transistor T is now turned hard 'on' and can

assist the unijunction to discharge C, It will also prevent this

capacitor from recharging.

This state persists until the bistable i3 switched by a

(negative) trigger pulse, when the initial conditions described

above are repeated and one complete sweep of the ramp is executed.

The diode D prevents attenuation of the (negative) input pulse by

the 10A resistor, and the minimum pulse amplitude necessary to

trigger the ramp may be adjusted by the resistor R2.

A negative pulse was derived (output 2) from the sweep fly¬

back by means of the 100 pF capacitor. F_ was determined by

counting these pulses with a scaler.

Preliminary Tests. Ramp linearity can be judged from Fig. U.2.

Leakage was tested by observing the voltage across C with a

valve voltmeter, having disconnected the BC15U. It took about

one minute for this to discharge, implying a leakage current of

about 2 jiA.

As the output circuit is not dead during the period when the
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ramp is returning to zero, it is important that this time be as

short as possible. The ramp 'fly back' is shown in Fig. U.h

from which it is apparent that the time taken is < 1 ms (see later).

U.3. T.A.C. Calibration

Since the multichannel analyser is a part of the system it

is necessary to calibrate the complete T.A.C. - 'kick-sorter*

combination. Ideally the channel no. into which a type B pulse

is sorted should be a linear function of the time delay between

pulses A and B, and all the channels should have the same width.

There are thus two basic measurements:

1) The overall time between the 'zero' and maximum time delay

channels and the "integral" linearity in between. This measure¬

ment requires regular marker pulses with a spacing in time which

is greater than the channel width.

2) The actual time width of each channel, i.e. differential

linearity. For this measurement regular pulses with a spacing

less than the channel width are preferable.

'Integral' Linearity. The marker pulses in this case were derived

from the 100 c/s output of a crystal controlled generator, (Venner

type TSA 3362), fed to a scaler (NE 5073) for suitable division.

The type B pulses were supplied by the output from the first scale* - \ t

of ten giving a pulse evfery 100 msec.

The output pulse from the second scale of ten (one every

second) was used to trigger the T.A.C. This was, of course, coin¬

cident with a pulse from the first scale of ten which goes into the

'zero' channel. The next pulse from the first scale comes exactly



100 msec, after the trigger pulse and therefore goes into the
th

channel appropriate to a delay of 100 msec. Similarly the i

pulse goes into the channel appropriate to a delay of (i) x 100 msec,

provided (i) x 100 msec <" tg.
If, for example, t = 1.52 sec then after the 15th pulse

b

was recorded in the channel appropriate to a delay of 1.50 sec.

the sweep would reset and the next 5 pulses would he recorded in

the zero channel. In the present case it was necessary to set

t„ = 1.8 sec., i.e. the 18th pulse is recorded before the sweep

resets and only 2 pulses per sweep are recorded in the zero channel,

i.e. twice the number in the other channels. This provided a quick

method for the initial setting and subsequent checking of t.
b

A schematic representation of this calibration system is shorn

in Fig. k.5 and typical results illustrated by Fig. 1+.6. A plot of

delay time against channel number (Fig. 1+.6) gives an indication of

the linearity. The zero channel was found to be No. 80 (with bias

subtraction on the analyser equal to 1.1+ volts) and the T.A.C. was

adjusted so that channel number 21 corresponded to 1.8 sec. delay,

i.e. dt= 30.5 - 0,6 msec,, where dt^y is the average channel
width.

Stability. After initial adjustment the zero channel was always

found to be no. 80 and the 18th marker pulee in channel 21, a

calibration of this type being aone before and after every 'live*

run.

By comparing the number of pulses counted on the f division1

scaler with the elapsed time measured (in seconds) on a stopwatch,

a check on the accuracy and stability of the generator was obtained.



Arrangement for integral Calibration F2G 4.5
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No deviations were found outside the accuracy of the measurements
Aj. 6( ** 1 in 10 ), supporting the makers* claim of 1 part in 10 .

Differential Linearity

To measure the differential linearity of the T.A.C. it is

necessary to use trigger pulses which are not correlated to those

being * converted*• The ways of providing such pulses will be

discussed presently, but if in general there are Rg trigger
pulses during a period when the average count rate of type B pulses

mm ^
is Rg then the number <f counts R(i) recorded in the i channel

and the uncertainty in the measurement depends only on the

statistical variations in R_ (in a time of the order of dt(i))
<D

since N0 and N(l) are known integers. The error thereforeb

depends on the method of deriving the pulses for channel B.

The process may be thought of as one where the number of counts

recorded in a channel during one sweep N^Ci) gives a measurement
of dt(i) and this measurement is repeated Na times. The averageb

rate Rg is accurately known, but the true rates appropriate to
the times for which a particular channel is open will show a dis¬

tribution about Rg, giving a distribution in N-,( i) values of
£ AN-jU) say.

Since the measurement is repeated N_ times, the fractionalb

error in N(i) and therefore in dt(i) is

will be

N(i) = Rg dt(i) Ns .

The width of the ith channel is given by 9

ANx(i)
Rx(i) VKS

(U.3.1)
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when Ng >> 1.
There are various ways of providing uncorrelated pulses:

a) The trigger pulses may he supplied from counter A exposed to

source A, hut shielded from source B, which is viewed only hy

counter B. This is the so-called independent source method of

calibration.

In this case ^N^i) = VH^i) and substitution in (U.3.1)
gives &(dt)/dt = " 11 1 where the approximation

Vtt(i)

Hx(t) = t) has been introduced.
Thus as might be expected the error in R(i) is VR(i) •

b) A single source may be used if it has no levels with lifetimes

of the order of 0.5 sees., or is strong enough so that the number

of true coincidences is negligible compared to the chance coin¬

cidences. In this case the independent nuclei are analogous to

the independent sources of (a), and the error is as before.

c) The actual Arsenic source may be used with the roles of K X

rays and conversion electrons reversed (i.e. conversion electrons

act as trigger pulses and the K x rays are 'converted1). Since the

conversion electron is emitted after the correlated K X ray the

converted pulses can only arise from K X rays (uncorrelated in time)
emitted by other independent nuclei of the source. The error in

the measurement is again as in (a).

d) In this method the trigger pulses are supplied as in the

experiment proper from the K X ray detector, but the converted

pulses are supplied by a pulse generator. In this case (provided

the generator is sufficiently stable and ~ < dt(i), the number
KB

of pulses recorded in channel i during a particular sweep is
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either the integer (p) he low RB x t(i) or the integer above this
quantity depending on where the trigger pulse comes in relation to

the generator pulse cycle.

In fact dt(i) = zp + (1 - z)(p + 1) where z is the fraction

of sweeps in which p counts are recorded in channel i.

The fractional error in a single measurement is ^ —
, k at(i)

so that the error in the final result is ^ ,

Rb dt(i)VKs
ie. the error in N(i) is VN0 •

e) Each set of pulses may be supplied from independent generators,

one of which, preferably that supplying the trigger pulses should

not have stability better than 1 part in n x (n is the number

of channels). The error will then be the same as calculated in (d).

For given count rates Rg the accuracy of (d) and (e) is
superior to that of (a), (b) or (c). This ie because the time

'ruler' is the pulse generator in cases (d) and (e) and it has a

constant 'scale division* - ~ • In methods (a), (b) and (c) the
kB

time 'ruler' is the radioactive source supplying the pulses in

channel B and the scale divisions have a Poissonian distribution

about the mean value ~ •

RB
The present experimental arrangement (see Section i+.U) was

unsuitable for method (a).

It was undesirable to use a high counting rate in the trigger

channel for reasons to be given below. Method (b) would have

required a strong source to yield accurate calibration curves rapidly,

thus not satisfying tbi3 requirement.

Method (c) was used to show convincingly that there was a time

correlation effect but 60 hours running was necessary to obtain an
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accuracy of **3% in each dt(i) (Pig. U.9).

Method (d) with the Venner generator supplying pulses at

1 kc/s (i.e. ~ 30 pulses per channel per sweep) and triggered

exactly as in the experimental situation gave an accuracy better

than 0.15% in each dt(i) after less than 30 minutes running.

Twelve individual calibrations of this type (Fig. k»l) were per¬

formed at intervals during the 300 hours for which the experiment

was run. At this pulse rate in channel B the pulses are separated

by 1 msec, - very much greater than the (fixed) 'kick-sorter* dead

time of k 1 (isec.

This pulse rate was, however, about 1000 times the actual

experimental rate. Two calibrations done for 5 hours at

r = 100 pulses per sec. yielded a (normalised) calibration with
15

a R.M.S. deviation per channel of & 0.1% when compared to one of

the twelve mentioned above (i.e. similar to the calculated error

per channel). Also the shape of the calibration of method (c)

fitted well with the others.

Derivation of the Necessary Correction from the Calibration

Only the shape of the calibration curve is of importance in

determining the differential linearity, i.e. the comparative time

widths of the channels. Let the average channel width for any range

of n^ channels be dt,^. and the corresponding average value of
N(i) be NAy.

Then dt„AV sn^ , where

the sums are over the n, channels involved.1

Hence dt(i)^t N(i)
'AV = £ N(i) *nl N(i)/NAV = C(i) say
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It is therefore convenient to normalise the calibration spectra

so that the average count per channel is unity,

A typical calibration curve normalised in this way is shown

in Fig. U.7» showing a fairly smooth variation (curve B) of G(i)
from 1.015 to 0,955. This suggests a change in effective time

width per channel along the sweep of about + 6%, The importance

of calibration is emphasised by comparing this figure with the

maximum expected true/chance ratio (Section U.l) - ~8%. The

straight line labelled A is to be expected for channels of

exactly equal width.

If the number of counts observed in channel i of width

dt(i) is N*(i) then the number per channel of width dt isO AY

given by

H0(i) = Nj(*)/0(i) *

This correction formula applies whether the reason for a

particular channel width being different from dt^ is T.A.G. non-
linearity or a discrepancy in the voltage width of a * kick-sorter*

channel. The latter is important as the quoted value of differen¬

tial linearity for the * kick-sorter* is 2%.

There are three possible reasons for the observed non-linearity:

1) Non-linearity of the T.A.C. itself: this could arise from a

fall in the charging current as the voltage across C increases

and that across transistor BC15U decreases (see Section i4-.l)), or

from a non-ohmic leakage which increases rapidly with voltage to

start with and then becomes fairly constant.

2) Non-constancy of the *kick-sorter' channel width - the quoted

differential linearity of 2% is not alone large enough to account

for the observed non-linearity but may contribute.
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The method of correction outlined above is accurately valid

for either or hoth the above causes. It is not, however, strictly

correct for the third possible cause:

3) Accidental triggering during fly back. If this occurs it

means that the sweep starts at a channel other than 'zero'. The

chance of this happening is proportional to both the fly back time

and the count rate in the trigger channel R^, and the chance of
the sweep starting in a particular non zero channel depends on the

shape of the fly back curve. As can be seen from Pig. this

curve is fairly steep at the start of the fly back becoming less

steep with a fairly long tail. This means that most of the "non¬

zero" sweeps will start in the first few channels. The * swept'

channels will register ^30 more counts (see page 85) every time

this occurs, thus giving a calibration curve of the observed shape.

This may be described quantitatively by parameters a(i)

the average number of times a particular channel is opened per

sweep. Clearly 0.92 < a(i) < 1. The number of counts per

channel in a calibration is now given by N(i) = Nc a(i)Rg dt(i)
t*2i

since the i channel is now opened a(i) Ng times. For the chance
coincidences the correction given above for non-linearity is still

valid, dt(i) being replaced by a(i) dt( i) in the discussion

given previously.

This correction cannot be directly applied to the correlated

(true coincidences) part of the observed counts. To see how this

part is affected it is convenient to describe the effect of non-aero

triggering in a slightly different way. Let a(i) be the fractional

number of sweeps starting in channel i. Then
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n-1

^ a( i) = 1 with a(0) £ 1 and a(i / 0) <"<" 1 •
i=0

Also a(i) = Z a( d).

-At
Thus instead of the form N^(i) = N3^Rc + R0T 6 dt(i))

where HQT is the maximum true coincidence rate per \mit channel
width, the observed counts in channel i will be given by

-At.

*;<i) = Ns a(i) Hc dt(i) + a(0) RQT e 1 dt(i)
'Xti-1

+ a(l) Ns RQT e 1 x dt(i) + ...

+ a(j) Ns Rqt e 3 dt(i)
where j i

Z-A|t.-tJa(j)c 1 J) dt(i) .
° UA j^i

Correction by the method given above (i.e. division by

-At. c— +At
a(i)dt(i)/dtAV yields

i ^—* • •»~
No(i) = Ns Rc dtAV + NS R0T dtAV * 6 a(i) ~± ^a^))e

which is the proper correction for the chance part, but the cor¬

related part is multiplied by a factor which is greater than unity

for i > 0. , 1
<3- 3-

To find out how much this factor f(i) = a(j)e J/ 2— a(3)
d=o d=o

differs from unity it is necessary to make an estimate of the

quantities a( j). These may be found from the calibration since

a(i) = a(i) - a(i-l) N(i) - N(i - 1) i > 0 .
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The proportionality constant may be found if it is assumed that the
n

overall effect is 6$, i.e. ^ a(i) = 0.06.
Since the differences N(i) - N(i-l) are rather small

(except for i £ 5) the 'jitter* in the N(i) makes it impossible
to obtain every a(i). However by collecting the channels into

groups it is possible to estimate the average a(i) for each group.
t,

a( d) e •

The a(i) calculated in the way described are plotted against

channel number in Pig. U. 8. Since the shape of this curve is rather

similar to the fly back curve, Pig. U.U (with the a(i) axis cor-
► i «•

responding to the time axis and the i axis corresponding to the

voltage axis), it is possible that this effect is responsible for

the apparent non-linearity.

The factor f(i) has been estimated for the case where it

most differs from unity, i.e. when i = 60. The result

f(6o) = 1.17 shows the importance of this effect if it accounts

for all the apparent non-linearity.

To check whether this was the case several calibrations of the

type ( e) were performed using 1 kc/s in channel B as hefore but

using a Bynatron type N117 signal generator to supply the trigger

pulses at intervals of 2.5 sees. This gave at least 0.5 sees, for

the sweep to return to 'zero', i.e. non-zero triggering was imposs¬

ible. The calibration curve obtained was very similar to those of

type (d) with an overall fall of 5.6$. The R.M.S. difference

between the two curves was about 0.2$ - comparable to that found

for two calibration curves of type (d).
Thus non-zero triggering must occur for <1% of the sweeps
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(at the count rates used) and the error involved because of this

factor is then <. 2% in the worst case.

During calibrations it is possible to see one or sometimes

two counts being recorded on the 'kick-sorter* dtiring fly back,

implying that the total fly back time is ^ 2 ins. With a count

rate of 1 sec. 1 the chance of a trigger pulse occurring during
—3

this fly back time is ** 2 x 10 , i.e. ** 0.2% of the sweeps

do not start at zero.

Since the effect was small at the count rates used no attempt

was made to remove it. This could easily be done by routing the
« t ,f

trigger pulses through a gate which is closed during the sweep and

re-opened by a pulse from the sweep control bistable delayed by

~ 10 msec.

U.U. Experimental Arrangement

A block diagram of the experimental set-up appears in Pig.

U.5a. K X rays detected in a scintillation counter provided the

'type A' pulses while the 'type B' pulses were taken from a gas

proportional counter set to detect the conversion electrons of the

53.3 &eV transition.

The Proportional Counter. This counter was designed and con-

(23)
structed by P. shaikh (of this department) and reference (23)

gives a full description. The main features are outlined below.

The counter chamber, consisting of a brass cylinder 16"

long and 5^" in diameter, could be filled with a continuously
purified mixture of Argon (90%) and Methane (10%) at $0 cms. Hg.

pressure. A thin tungsten anode wire at earth potential held

centrally in a cylindrical aluminium cathode (2" dia.) kept at



- 162+0 volts, comprised the counter proper, which was held

centrally in the counter chamber by insulating rings.

The entrance window was a i" ciameter hole in the centre of

the cathode. A melinex film coated with a thin aluminium layer

was employed as source holder and secured to the cathode with

sellotape, the source being in the centre of the window, and on

the inside.

At the gas pressure used the counter efficiency for 53.3 keV

Y ray detection was <2% while that for electrons of about 50 keV

was almost 1005b. The effective (fractional) solid angle was pro¬

bably less than that calculated geometrically (0.58) because of

source thickness effects (see Chapter 5).

Output pulses taken from the anode wire were fed to a charge

sensitive preamplifier (Ortec type 101) followed by a voltage

amplifier (Ecko type N567B). For calibration purposes the ari5>li-

fier output was fed to the multichannel analyser. A typical As^
spectrum (displayed on 100 hO my channels, Fig. U.ll) shows the K

and L + M conversion electron peaks. The low energy peak is due

to the K X rays (9.9 keV) for which the detection efficiency is

about 32%.

In normal operation the amplifier output pulses were fed to

an analyser (type NE 5102) for selection of a particular energy

band of the spectrum. Analyser output pulses were fed to a scaler,

input 2 of the T.A.C., and also to the gating input of the linear

gate unit in the K X ray counter (see below).

The Scintillation Counter. In order to reduce the background

counts a thin (0.08" thick) sodium iodide crystal 1" diameter was

used to detect the K X rays. This thickness is sufficient to absorb
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almost 100% of the 9.9 keV K X rays (and 99.6% of the 53.3 keV

T rays) at normal incidence, The reduction in "background is
achieved because a thin crystal i3 less efficient for higher

energy background radiations (which give pulses at low energy due

to Compton scattering) and because of slightly improved resolution.

This crystal was also fitted with a 36 mgny'crn thick Be window.

The contribution to the background from photomultiplier tube

noise was also reduced by using a low noise EM. tube (EMI type

9635BQ) with a photo cathode of high quantum efficiency. This tube

gave a considerable improvement in resolution thus further reducing

the background. It was supplied with a quartz window to reduce
hO

background counts due to K ,

The scintillator was coupled to the P.M, tube using silicon

optical grease and the complete assembly (base, P,M, tube and

crystal) was mounted (by paxolin rings) in a 2,8" diameter brass

tube. Light pressure applied by springs kept the assembly pressed

firmly against the front of the tube which was recessed to take

the crystal. The 1" diameter window was covered by a film of

melinex cemented in position with *Araldite'. The front part of

the tube was a sliding fit in an entry in the proportional counter

outer cylinder such that the detector was placed just behind the

source (see Pig. U.13). A flange fitted with an •O'-ring 3.8" from

the front of the tube enabled a gas tight seal to be made with

the proportional counter.

To keep background effects to a minimum, it was necessary to

count the source activity with as large a solid angle as possible,

i.e. to have the detector as near as possible to the source.

Ideally the front of the tube should be in contact with the cathode
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of the proportional counter, "but as the latter was at - 16110 V

it was necessary to fit the front of the tube with a FTPS insulator.

This was 1 ram thick and the total source to crystal distance was

~ U.5 ram, giving an effective fractional solid angle of ~ 0,2k

for K X rays.

The P.M. tube was operated at an E.H.T. of 1 kV supplied by

an Isotope Developments type 532A S.H.T. unit. Output pulses

from the anode were fed to a type NE 5281 pre-amp. followed by

an amplifier type NE 5259, operating in the R-C mode with inte¬

gration and differentiation time constants both equal to 1 p.sec.

Pulses corresponding to 9.9 keV K X rays or 53.3 keV Y rays were

selected by means of two analysers of type N5 5159. The 9.9 keV

analyser output was fed through a gate unit type NE 5730 (modified

slightly) so that the gate was turned off for ~33 !J.sec when a

gating pulse (supplied by the proportional counter channel) was

applied. The output pulse from the gate was used to trigger the

T.A.C. (input 1) and was also fed to a scaler.

For calibration purposes an output from the amplifier was

taken to the multichannel analyser. A typical Arsenic-73 spectrum

(displayed on 300 ilO mv channels) is shown in Fig. U.12. The

resolution is about hO% at 9.9 keV and 18.5% at 53.3 keY.

The complete counter system is shown in Fig. U.13.

detting-U-p. The analysers in both channels were checked to ensure

that the gate widths were correct, and then were calibrated against
2ixl 152

the 'kick-sorter'. For this purpose several Am ' and Eu

spectra at different gain settings were taken, using count rates

about 50 times the Arsenic case. Points on these calibration

curves were also provided by the position of the 9.9 keV peak at

various gains. This was done so that the analysers
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could be set quickly on a desired peak from the 'kick sorter'

spectrum.

The stability of the scintillator assembly was excellent and

it was found unnecessary to change the analyser settings during

the experiment ( 3 weeks). Frequent checks showed that the

33.3 keV photopeak drifted by ~ m b Channels in 226 during this

time.

The proportional counter gain decreased with time fairly
( 23)

rapidly at first and then less rapidly (as described by Shaikh ).
The analyser threshold was adjusted before each run of *vl5 hours

and the b2 keV conversion electron peak fell by about 1 channel in

80 during this time. Since the threshold was set at the minimum

of the broad, trough between the K X r&y and conversion electron

peaks the effect on the observed count rate was small. Deteriora¬

tion of the resolution made it necessary to refill the proportional

counter twice during the experiment.

Baclc ground. Some reduction in background was afforded by sur¬

rounding the counter assembly by 2" thick lead blocks.
*

The measured background was 0.33 sec. x for the proportional
-1

counter set to detect conversion electrons, and 0.08 sec, for the

scintillator set to detect K X rays.
* » !

Source. The source was made by allowing several drops of the

active solution to evaporate on the melinex film. The strength

was such that the conversion electron count rate was 1.2 sec.""''"
- slightly higher than the optimum value (see Section U.l).

Operation. The experiment was run for a total counting time of

more than 300 hours taken in three 100 hour groups, each group
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consisting of seven periods of continuous counting (about 15 hours

each). In between these counting periods the analyser settings

were checked by taking * kick-sorter' spectra, and the T.A.C. was

checked (roughly) by the integral method.

Several calibrations of type (d) (see Section 4.3) were per¬

formed at intervals during each 100 hour group. A further group

of results with a total counting time of 60 hours was taken with

the counters interchanged (i.e. T.A.C, triggered by conversion

electrons).

4.5. Analysis of Results
*

The delayed coincidences per channel for a 100 hour group

were calculated by addition of the counts recorded in that channel

during each of the 15 hour periods.

An average of the calibrations done during the '100 hours*

(normalised to unit channel width) was used to correct for non-

linearity in the way described in Section 4.3.

The three groups were then added to give a total delayed

coincidence curve due to 300 hours counting. About 15 x 10^
counts were accumulated in each channel during thi3 time.

The group taken with the counters interchanged was treated

in exactly the same way and the (normalised) result is shown in

Fig. 4.9.
"

•

•• »

Calculation of Chance Rate

The average number of chance coincidences per channel for

each 15 hour period was calculated from « N<,

where !7_ is the average count rate (^B/t") in channel B.
B
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The total number of chance coincidences was then obtained by-

addition.

The error (6*? ) in N is given by
f2

/¥■ 2~ J7F~ 2 '
Ajmi + r avi ^-

yL g J + L dt ~yJ since If is known exactly. dtAVC B

was taken to be the standard deviation in the mean given by the cali-
e-

brat ions and it was found that ^AV/dt,T, = 0.15%.
AV

Strictly in the calculation of Nc» should be replaced
by Rg where R^ is the average count rate in channel B during
the time N. t for which the T.A.G, is sweeping. As this is a

o S

large ( ~ 70%) random sample of the total running time t", drift

is not important, and the error in assuming = Rg is purely
statistical. This fractional error is

«•
. /"-*-v».

R* N,
LJi TB -fr£ N.

Since Ng ~ 1.2 x 10^ the error here is 0.108%

•

• • —k = 0.18% and N = 11+556 I 27.
N 0

The delayed coincidence curve normalised to EL, is shorn in
o

Pig. 1+.10, and the small correlation can be seen by comparing

this figure with Pig. U.9 which was obtained with the counters

interchanged.

Curve Pitting. Because of the large statistical error on each

channel, subtraction of the chance counts in some cases gave a

negative answer. It was therefore not possible to perfom a

linear least squares fit to a log(N(i) - I7C) versus time plot.
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Instead the points (N(i), t±) were fitted to a curve of the
form

-At
N(i) =» Ae 1 + B with B = N_ .

o

According to the principle of * least squares*, the 'best' values
i

of A and X are such that

minimum2T [}T(i) - (Ae 1 + B)] Wi =1 ...

where w^ is the weight assigned to the point (N(i), t^).
To obtain the best values of A and X it is necessary to

start with trial values A , X say,
dt, d£

For any function f (a X) 2r f.(a I) + {«*?), a + (—=$■ 1
d~TX dX IX

where the correct values are given by A = A + a, A = A + d ,

"X 4"
In thifc case f,(AX) = Ae + b with ( i\ = e A1

_ ~>Tk
df \ —A tj

and (^T' - = ^ ^i 6 • Pr°bl®ra is now reduced to
AX

finding the best values of a and -6 to satisfy the n condition

equations

-*t.
_ -Xt,

N(i) - fj(A X) = (e )a - (A t± e )£

Since these equations are linear in a and I the usual method

may be applied to minimise the weighted sura of the squares of the

derivations:

JL a n , _ -Xt. _ -Xt ,2
21 diwi = ^|N(i) - f±(A X) - [(e ~)a - (A t± e i)eJJ Wj_

with respect to a and 6 (see for example Whittaker and Robinson

This is done by solving the normal equations which may be

conveniently written in matrix notation:
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Hj)

with

21

1
= (« ) where P is the matrix p 1*

= I
-2Xt.

» '12
- -*Zh

-2Xt.
w.

p., _ and p„rt =12 22 A2^' -2lt,
W1 '

-At
and Cx = £ e 1 M1) "" wi

-Xt

C2 = e 1 (*U) - f(A X))wi
The solution is a =

6 =*

G1 P12

C2 P22

P11 C1

P21 °2

and the error in a, I is 6l ~8.

ea =

where ^ =
Zdi%

n - 2

The correct weight appropriate to the point (N(i), t^) is
. In this case (because of the large ~ constant

$N(l) VK(i)
chance rate) the N(i) only decreased by Q% from i = 1 to

i = n so the weights were taken to be equal.

A computer program was written to calculate a, -6, C& and
according to the above results, when supplied with starting values

A, X and B = N,, • The program was run several times, each time

starting with A, X values indicated by the previous run. The
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process was stopped when the recommended corrections a, I were

about 0,5^.

The result of fitting the total 300 hours running was

Tj. « 0.57 - 0.09 sees.
2

and the results for the three 100 hour groups are shown in Table

4.1. The error quoted is the statistical error derived from the

least squares fit as explained above, and does not include error,

Table 4.1

Results for 55.3 keV Level Half-life

Group No. Ti

1 0.62 1 0.16

2 0.60 - 0.14

3 0.49 - 0.14

Total 0.57 - 0.09

arising from the uncertainty in B. Changing the value of B by
£ 27 was found to change the half-life value by £ 0.03 sec.

The result obtained is in good agreement with the value

0.53 £ .03 sec. obtained by Campbell and Kelson (see Chapter l).
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CHAPTSR 5

DELAYED COINCIDENCE EXPERIMENTS ON THE 13.5 KEV LEVEL

This chapter is devoted to a description of some experiments
73

done using the stronger As source mentioned in Chapter 2. The

half-life of the 13#5 keV level has "been measured by the delayed

coincidence technique using a time to amplitude convertor, and

employing various different radiations to mark the '"birth* of

the level#

The intensities of the 'prompt* and 'delayed' parts of the

coincidence curves have "been used to estimate the K/L+M ratio

for 13*5 keV conversion electrons, the fluorescence yield for
73

K X rays and the K capture fraction in As decay.

The strong source was also used in a direct measurement of

the total conversion coefficient a of the 53*3 keV transition

with special attention "being given to the calculation of effective

solid angle for conversion electrons.

5.1 Half-Life of the 13.5 keV Level

The conditions necessary for a successful half-life measure¬

ment by the delayed coincidence method discussed in Chapter

are easily met when T?^ ~ 3 jisec. Background counts were made
almost negligible by using a source ~p 100 times stronger than

that of Chapter J+. Even with this source strength, and a T.A.C.

sweep time t,, such that the decay could be followed over more

than three half-lives, the true/chance ratio was always > 10 for
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the 'worst* time channel#

Also, in the notation of Chapter kt W* — 10"2 sec.
-5 B 1and tg 2 x 10 sec. Hence the condition V> Tq is

satisfied, and the chance rate per channel may "be taken as a

constant for every channel, even if the T.A.C. is of the type

which stops the sweep on receiving the type B pulse.

One possible difficulty arises "because of the lengths of

the output pulfees from the detectors. In fact is is only the

'rise* times that are important and these are controlled by

the decay time of the scintillation phosphor and the charge

migration velocity in the proportional counter. The former is

almost negligible ( *-250 ns) but for the latter, due to the

motion of the heavy positive ions, the duration of pulse for¬

mation may be many tens of jxsecs. Fortunately half of the maxi¬

mum pulse height is reached in a time (a/b) in terms of the

total pulse length where 'a* and 'b' are the radii of the anode
Q

and cathode respectively. In the present counter /b - 10

so that if the total output pulse is 50 volte of 100 p,secs.

length then half of the pulse, i.e. 25 volts would be realized

in 0.1 jj-sec. Differentiation of the counter output pulses (in

the amplifier) can therefore be used to reduce the size of the

pulse, and the delay, which is then < 0.1 usee. The sharp

differentiation is only possible, however, if a high gain low

noise and fast electronic system is used with the proportional

counter.

Experimental Arrangement. The arrangement was similar to

that used for the half-life measurement of the 66.8 keV level.
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As it was unnecessary to gate the K X ray detector the gate unit

was removed from the scintillation counter system.

The T.A.C. with 1.8 sec. sweep was replaced by one with a

(maximum) sweep time of about 20 jasec. This unit was designed

and constructed by the Electronic Workshop of this department

and was of the type where the sweep is stopped by the pulse

from counter 'B*.

Because time delays in the two counters were likely to be

of a magnitude comparable to T^ ( " 3 (isec.) it was necessary
to introduce a delay into channel 'B*. The unit used was made

by P. Shaikh (of this department) and enabled pulses to be

delayed by a time variable from zero to ^10 (jusec.

Source. The source was made by allowing one drop of the 10 nC

source solution to evaporate on a melinex film coated with a

thin aluminium layer. This was fixed by sellotape to the cathode

of the proportional counter in the same way as before. The count

rates were found to be about 120 times those of the weak source

used in the % sec. half-life measurement.

T.A.C. Calibration. •integral1 calibration was performed by

means of pulse pairs derived from a double pulse generator

(Plemming type llljJC). These were fed to the pre-amplifiers of

the two counters, the 0-10 jisec. delay between pulses

(available from the generator) being augmented by the delay unit

in counter B so that the range 0 - 20 iisec. could be covered.

The delay between pulses of type A and type B was measured at

the inputs to the T.A.C. by a Hewlett Packard type 175A
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oscilloscope. A typical calibration of this type is shown in

Pig. 5.1» The channel corresponding to a particular time delay
•j

"between pulse pairs was found to drift slowly "by about 3 channels

during the course of the experiment, but the average channel

width dtAV found from this calibration method was always
0.33 - .01 jj,sec.

The differential calibrations (e.g. Pig. 5*2) were obtained

by triggering the T.A.C. with counter 'A* pulses (as in the

experiment proper) and using regular 1 kc/s pulses derived from

the Venner (type TSA 3362) pulse generator for the 'B1 input,

(i.e., method 'd1 of Chapter 4). The fractional error in the

measurement of the time width dt(i) of the i channel is

(where N(i) is the number of counts recorded in that

channel) in this case because the maximum number of counts

recorded per sweep is unity. (Cf. Chapter 1+). It was found

necessary to calibrate for ~ 5 hours to obtain ~1000 counts in

each channel, i.e. an accuracy of ^ 3°/o. Prom Pig. 5»2 it can

be seen that the differential linearity is at least as good as

this except for the first 10 channels of the sweep, which are

slightly wider than the rest. The delay in counter B was always

set greater than 3 usee. so that the time 'zero* occurred above

this region.

In the absence of a large chance coincidence contribution

to the count rate, small deviations from linearity are not very

important, so no correction for this was applied. The average

channel width found by this method was found to increase slightly

during the course of the experiments, the mean result of all

such calibrations being 88 0.326 ± .002 n sec.
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Counter Calibration. The single channel analysers were again

set up from multichannel kick sorter spectra examples of which

are shown in Pigs. 5.3, 5.3a, The 53.3 keV transition may

give rise to a 53*3 keV y ray» a K conversion electron (and
therefore possibly a K X ray) or a conversion electron from an

outer shell. It is therefore possible to detect the 'birth' of

the 13.5 keV level by setting the counter A on one (or more) of

these radiation types. There are therefore four possible

experiments - each using a different radiation to supply the

T.A.C. trigger pulse. These will now be discussed in turn.

K + L Conversion Electron - K X Rav Coincidences. Conversion

electrons detected in the proportional counter (setting the

analyser threshold in the trough between the K X ray and h2 keV

peaks) provided the T.A.C. trigger pulses for the coincidence

curve shown in Pig. 5.5. The large 'peak' in the curve is due

to coincidences between the K conversion electrons and the K X

rays that are emitted when the atomic vacancy formed by the K

conversion electron fills. Since this takes place with an

average time delay of < 10 ** sec, it is to be expected that

these 'prompt* coincidences should all be recorded in the 'zero'

channel (since the channel width is " 0.3 jxsec.). However, due

to the time "jitter" in counters the result is a 'peak', the

width of which gives a measure of the time "jitter". In fact

the width at half height was about 2 channels implying a time

jitter of about 2 0.3 p.sec. overall.

The 'delayed' part of the curve is due to coincidences

between conversion electrons from the 53.3 keV transition and the
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K X rays which arise when the atomic vacancies left by con¬

version of the 13*5 keV transition are filled. The half-life

of the 13*5 keV level can "be obtained by fitting this part to

a curve of the form N(i) « Ae +B (where X -

and B = the number of chance coincidences per channel) as dis¬

cussed in Chapter In this case the points were weighted by

the quantities -L
°H(i) N(i)

Because the •prompt* peak is more "intense" than the delayed

part of the curve, *prompt* counts contribute appreciably to the

delayed channels, particularly the first few. To overcome the

effect of this the curve was fitted only for those channels cor¬

responding to delays > 3 (J.sec. (e.g. in Pig. 5«5 the fit was

done on channels 60 - 80).

The number of chance counts was calculated from

HC=
with (N = number of 'prompt* coincidences

/ P

(n^b 58 background counts in counter A.
The term - Np to the calculation of arises because the
relevant number of sweeps in calculation of the chance rate for

the 'delayed* part of the curve is the number vdiich actually

sweep asfar as the channels in question. Of the total number

( — JL since |P» » tg and dead time effects can thereforeA
be neglected), are stopped before reaching the 'delayed*

channels - hence

® N. — N_. Because the chance counts trueS A p

counts this correction is not very important.
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Ab well as the half-life the numbers of prompt Np end
delayed ND coincidences are also of interest. The number of
delayed counts In the region under the prompt peak was calculated

"by extrapolation of the fitted line, and thus number was

subtracted from the number of counts under the prompt peak in

.he oalculatlon of

L ComrCTBlon leetren - K X Hay Cotoeldenoee. By setting the

proportional counter analyser threshold in the trough between K

and L + U electron peaks on attempt was made to observe coin¬

cidences between L + M conversion electrons and K X rays, as

may be seen from a typical result (Fig. 5.6 and the lower curve

of Fig. 5.2) the prompt part of the curve is considerably reduced.

It is not completely removed because of a contribution to the

trigger pulses from the high energy tail of the K electron peak

(which overlaps with the L ♦ H peak slightly). The reduction

in th© prompt Peak, however, allowed the curve to be fitted over

a wider time range than in the previous ease - only the first 3

channels being omitted.

K X Rear - K X Ray Coincidences. then the 53.3 keV and 13.5 keV

transitions are both converted in the K shell it is possible

that both result in the emission of a K X ray§ tine® there arc

no prompt pairs of K X rays the time correlation curve between

K X ray pulse pairs should yield only a •delayed* part.

By covering the source with an aluminium cap thick enough

(7 mgra/ca. ) to stop the conversion electrons, proportional
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counter spectra like Fig. 5»7 were obtained, showing only the

9.9 keV K X ray peak (and its escape peak). The trigger pulses

were provided by setting the proportional counter analyser

threshold just above the escape peak and the type 'B' pulses

were supplied by the scintillation counter set, as before, to

detect K X rays.

The coincidence curve obtained is shown in Fig. 5*8. Absence

of a prompt* peak has already been explained, and the symmetrical

shape of the curve about the time 'zero' is due to the roles of

the two counters being interchanged, giving delayed coincidence

counts in the 'negative1 time region.

55.5 keV Gamma - K X Ray Coincidences. With the scintillation

counter set to detect 53.3 keV y rays and the proportional counter

detecting K X rays in the way described above, curves of the type

shown in Fig. 5*9 were obtained. The roles of the two counters

were interchanged in this experiment - i.e. the scintillator

(53 »3 keV Y rays) provided the trigger pulses and the propor¬

tional counter (K X rays) the "stop" pulses.

Ideally there should again be no prompt coincidences. The

small prompt peak is probably due to scattering, since a 53.3 keV

Y ray may deposit enough energy in the scintillator to be recorded

in the 53*3 keV peak and then be detected in the proportional

counter as a 9»9 keV X ray. The curve fitting was again done on

the channels above the prompt peak.

5»2 Results

Six sets of readings were taken for each of the above
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arrangements and the (weighted) mean value of half-life for each

is listed in Table 5*1* The errors quoted are the standard

deviations of the (weighted) mean values combined with the error

arising from the time calibration. The slight decrease in the

Tf£ value down the table is probably due to the increase in
dt^y value mentioned above (the results being taken in roughly
the order stated) but could also be due to systematic differences

in the time •jitter* in the proportional counter, A large

•jitter* would enhance the *long delay* channels, thus leading

to a larger T^ value. It is noticeable that where detection of
conversion electrons is involved the value is slightly longer

than in the K X ray cases.

Again, the K + L conversion electron case uses only those

channels above the prompt peak, so that there could be a small

systematic error in assuming the delay time and channel width

is as given by the average of the calibrations which apply to

all the channels above the first ten.

A weighted mean of all the observations gave

Tj^ i 0.03 {xsec.
This is slightly lower than the value 3,0!+ - 0.07 M-secs. quoted

by P. Shaikh/2^)#

5•3• Prompt and Delay ;d Coincidences

In the notation of previous chapters, the number of prompt

coincidences (i.e. the number of detected K X rays associated

with a detected K conversion electron) is given by
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Np = NSK PK ex Wx 86 V< T M ) ex ^X
1 + (*&)K

53.3 keV
(5.3.1)

where NgK = number of sweeps due to the detection of a K electron.
Ns" * " " " " " " any con¬

version electron.

nA - NAB •

The fluorescence yield for K X rays is therefore given hy

fSK - (NpA") (1 + (*$») )AX °>x .*
S 53.3 keV * *

N
The mean value of the quantity ( /Ng) taken from the coincidence
curves is listed in Table 5.1 and calculation from the source -

detector geometry (with the absorption corrections allowed for

as in Chapter 2) gave

eX WX 0.2k - .01 .

Use of the result (K/L+M)c, , key = 6,2 - ,02 quoted by
/l o\ *

Grigor'ev et al, then gives

PK S. 0.1^6 ' ,02
where allowance has been made for absorption in air and

melinex ('v l°/o),
The fluorescence yield for Ge has not previously been

measured experimentally, but this value is appreciably lower

than the theoretical value quoted by Pink et al.^"^ (3 = 0,51

for Z ss 32), Measurements of 3K for neighbouring elements Ga
and As agree fairly well with theory and it is difficult to

explain the low value in the present case, but it may be due
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to overestimatlon of (= 1).
The number of delayed coincidence counts is given "by

nd = Ns Pl" ex Wx wliere Ns 88 "" Np "" nab as *>efore*
(5.3.2)

8:5 Pi" ex dividing this into equation
(5.3.1),

fs = 1 ♦ IS.* knVCVsl/rv»J] - TTTTS(1+ **V, keV?* 1 ♦ keV
a.

since Pl» « pK(—15_)/(1 ♦ (ijffl) fceV)1 + a13
where the total internal conversion coefficient for the 13.5 keV

transition a^» 1.
Hence

**t * d . wr5 CV*I^ CVil * x •

Taking the mean observed value of [^p/^gl/ DW^sl = 2.98 i ,03
and again using 3 " 6*2 - .02 gave the result
(TT513.5 keV * 2,lt6 *
This may he expressed as 5 keV ~ ~ .007 or,
(taking the result obtained by Johansson (^+1)13.5 keV = ~

(K/L)13.5 keV 35 °^7 i '01 '

Since the solid angle, efficiency, and fluorescence yield factors

all cancel this result involves errors only in the decision

between prompt and delayed coincidences which should be small.

This view is strengthened by the fact that the average value of

V*| ® 0.0311 - .0001* obtained from the (K + L) - K X
curve aarees well with the value 0.0302 t >nnnB obtained from
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the L - K X curve. The (^/L) value obtained agrees well with

previous experimental results "but is slightly larger than all

the theoretical estimates of K/L ratio for an E2 transition of

energy 13*5 keV. This may "be due to the K conversion heing

near to the threshold.

Another result of interest is the number of delayed coin¬

cidences in the K X - K X easel

KX p, # KX
Nn a ± x p » eY Nq (5.3.3)

Px + Pi* + Pi"
KX

where for this case.

Division of equation (5.3.3) by equation (5»3«2) gives

KWJ/IVfl - —*
Pi + Pi* + Pi"

K
can, frac.

cap.frac. + *r + *r
where Kcap fpac. is "tlie ratio of K captures to total captures.

p_ * _

Now 1 /0„ = « (tr~-*) = 0.77 - 0.02
1 .J.1 + hr }53.3

with (A) = 6.2 ± *2 md a = 812 (eee later>-
53.3

(Although the error in a is fairly large 20°/o) the error

T) * /
in ^1 /PK is much smaller because a only appears in the term

which varies only slowly with a).

Also

ST = TTTSfc assuming ^» 1
K '13.5 keV
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rL+M'0.289 - .003 using the value of ("K'13.5 keV

derived above.

_ foi' + pi")/PkHenee Koap.frac. = 1 - * * = 0.82 ± .03
r

„KX
D +

using the observed values = 0.0135 - .0002

nd
and — a 0.0311 - .000U .

w«WS
(5 }

The theoretical L capture fraction is given as 0.11v '

(see Chapter I) and using the approximate result that capture
1 3

fraction is proportional to /n (see Chapter 1) Mc frac s

0.032 and N - = .008.
cap• frac.

Hence the theoretical value of K_ ■- — 0.85
cap. frac.

(= 1 - (L + M + )» and agreement with experiment is
C9.p • Ii Q.C •

reasonable.

The above results are summarised in Table 5«2,

5»k Conversion Coefficient of the 53.3 keV Transition by
Direct Measurement

An attempt has been made to measure the ratio

a = conversion electrons/r rays for the 53.3 keV transition

directly, by counting conversion electrons in the proportional

counter and y rays in the scintillation counter. To calculate

a it is necessary to estimate the solid angles and efficiencies

of both detectors (i.e. eo and e to ). to « 0.25 - 0.01e e T T y

was calculated from the geometry - the small absorption correction

(see Chapter 2) being neglected, and it was assumed that = 1.

The overall efficiency of conversion electron detection is
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TABIE 5.1 Results of 13.5 keV Level Half-Life Measurements

Trigger Pulses Stop Mean Tj/ Promvt Delayed
Pulses / \ '"** f(jo. sec.) S , S ,

(x 10-3) (x 10 3)

K+L Electrons K X rays 2.98
+

.025 92.6 i .6 31.1 -3-•+1

L Electrons It 2.92
+

.03 30.2 - .5

K X Rays H 2.89
+

• 0ro 1 13.5 - .2

53.3 keV r Rays II 2.7S
+

* Git- -

Weighted mean : T5 - 2,tSk
+
mm .03 usee.

TABLE 5.2 Results Derived from Delayed Coincidence Experiments Etc.

Present Theory' Previous
Experiment Experiment

K-Fluorescence Yield {3^. O.lfi - .02 0.51 -

K Capture Fraction K„cap .frac. .

0.82 i .03 0.85 mm

( K to L+M Conversion 23

( ^M^13.5 0.ij.06 i .007 - 0-3V+ o-ot

> Electron Ratio for the
> 13.5 keV transition
( Hence K to L Ratio
{ (K/L)13i5 0.U7 * .01

8
0.38(E2)

0 fe3±0-22
23

0.1A i .08
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more difficult to estimate "because of the effects of finite

source thickness and "backing foil. The first of these tends to

reduce the energy of electrons emitted from atoms near the back

of the source giving rise to a low energy •tail* on the conversion

electron peak. If such electrons lose enough energy, they give

pulses below the analyser threshold (which must be set above the

K X ray peak) and are lost, i.e. efficiency is effectively

reduced. On the other hand, electrons back scattered from the

backing foil without appreciable energy loss effectively increase

the overall detection efficiency (i.e. the backing acts like a

'reflector'). If scattering is inelastic these electrons may

contribute, instead, to the low energy tail mentioned above.

A typical proportional counter spectrum is shown in Fig.

5»k* It is only possible to extrapolate the low energy tail very

roughly, probable limits being indicated by the curves '1' and

*3 * in Fig. These extremes lead to an error in a of

2 20°/o.
The effective solid angle was found by measuring the count

rate as a function of geometrical solid angle. The different

solid angles were achieved by covering the source with various

aluminium caps provided with windows of different diameters. The
P

aluminium was thick enough (7 mgm/cm. ) to stop the conversion

electrons. The results are shown in Fig. 5.11 and imply a

correction to the value calculated geometrically of ^ - 10°/o
giving an effective solid angle to. = 0.3h - 0.015*©

Using the mean of the observed ratios of conversion

electrons/r rays yielded the result a = 8 - 2. This agrees with

the Tvrevious direct measurement(^l), but not with the values
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given by Welker et al.^"3"^ and Shaikh^2-^. However, both of
X

these authors use the value of the ratio /r in the calculation

of a and both use the value /y = 6.2 (due to Welker) which,

as shown in Chapter 2, is probably too low by a factor of ~ l,k»
In fact using the value of K electron/X rays = 0.77 - .15 given

v

in reference (23) and the value /y = 8.95 obtained in Chapter 2

leads to the result

a » 8 i 2 - in good agreement with the

present value.

For comparison with theory it is convenient to calculate the

K conversion coefficient aK a a/(l + ^ ^ 7-2
using (j^>53.3 keV - 6.2.(18)

This result agrees with the theoretical values quoted for an

M2 transition within experimental error (see Table 1.3).
An attempt was made to discover the correct shape of the low

energy tail of the conversion electron spectrum by using a linear

gate type NE 5730. This unit acts as an amplifier of unit gain

when switched 'on* by a gating pulse. In this case the gate was

•opened* for 1 p-sec. by K X rays detected in the scintillator.

The resulting spectrum, shorn in Fig. 5.10, apparently indicates

that the low energy •tail' extends uniformly to very low energy
Jt

and the extrapolation above underestimates the conversion elec¬

tron intensity.

This, however, may be a little misleading as the spectra of

Fig. 5.12 illustrate. Both are gated spectra taken from the

scintillator, the upper one being switched *on* by 10 kc/s

generator pulses, and the lower one by conversion electrons
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detected in the proportional counter. The second spectrum

confirms that K X rays are coincident with some (k) conversion

electrons while the 53 »3 keV r rays are not. A low energy 'tail*

is, however, apparent in both cases - probably due to the gate unit.

Some caution is therefore necessary in the interpretation of

Fig. 5»10 but it seems that the a value is more likely to be

above 8 than below it.

5•5• Calculation of a from the Observed /y Ratio

It is now possible to re-calculate the values of p-^ and p-^"
using the results listed in Table 5»2. p^* may also be estimated
if, in addition, the result due to Grigor,ev

6.2 - .2 and the value a - 8-2 taken from the last section

are used. Only a rough value of a is required in the calculation

since it appears only in the term The revised p values

appear in Table 5.3.
X

Now, the ratio A measured experimentally in Chapter 2
x pi + pi* + pi" , 1

is given by A • -* where p2 = 1+a "

Hence a = (X/y)/px ~ 1.
X +

Using the result of Chapter 2 A = 8.95 - .2 then gives

a ® 9.5 - 0.6.

( A slightly more involved calculation inserting p-, * in terms of a

gives the same result). Again using (d*Sh3.3kev" 6-2 1 -2
the K conversion coefficient a^. may be found. The result

+ (s)
Og as 8.2 - 0.5 is in excellent agreement with the most recentv '
theoretical estimate of for an M2 transition (aK « 8.2) and is
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significantly higher than the estimate for an E2 transition

(a^ as 6.5).
At first sight, it might he thought that a systematic error

(see Section 5.3) in 0K could lead to a corresponding error in
a (since the p's all involve £•»■)•

y y evuv
However, it is possible to write ( /r)/px - ( A)^

pX

PX

= ^ ^^QbS £Y

jj- . (pKextox)
where, now, is independent of and 6,^. e^. o>x is the
quantity measured directly in the experiment for 0R, and is
therefore independent of systematic error involved in assuming

eX = 1#

5*6. Conclusions

The results derived in this and previous chapters have
jr

removed the apparent anomalies (see Chapter l) in the /y ratio

and in the in the 53•3 keV conversion coefficient. Values for

these and other quantities observed in the present work all tend
73

to increase confidence in the accepted As decay scheme of

Pig. 1.3.

The value: of half-lives measured in the present work

confirm the fact that the 13.5 keV and 53*3 keV transitions are

enhanced and retarded, respectively, when compared to the single

particle model. Possible reasons for this will be considered in

the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6

THE LEVELS OF GE73

As pointed out at the end of the last chapter, all the

available evidence tends to confirm the spin and parity assign¬

ments of the levels excited in As^ decay (Pig. 1.5)• The enhance¬

ment and retardation of the 13.5 keV and 53.3 keV transitions are

therefore almost certainly due to the nature of the 13.5 keV and

67.8 keV levels.

There are several ways in which excited nuclear states can

arise. The simplest is described in the approximation of indepen¬

dent particle motion by the elevation of a single particle from

one state to another. Levels of this type will be called "single

particle" levels.

A slightly more complex excitation is where the ground state

configuration remains unchanged but the nucleons change the rela¬

tive orientation of their orbits. For example, the ground state
51

and first excited state of 23V28 are bought to be due to three
protons in the If7/2 shell coupled differently to give spins
7/2~ and 5/2~ respectively. Levels which may be described in this

way will be called "co-operative" levels.

Collective motion of many nucleons is well known, giving rise

to excitations of the rotational or vibrational type in even-even

nuclei. It has been suggested that a neighbouring odd A nucleus

can be considered as an even-even 'core? plus a single odd particle,

and that some excited levels should arise from excitation of the

'core* with the single particle remaining in its ground state.
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Such levels will be degenerate since the angular momenta of core

(3 ) and particle (3 ) can couple in several different ways toc p

give a resultant in the range - |3rt - d-rJ to (d« + J-n)* A• C P' c p

weak particle - core interaction will remove the degeneracy so

that a series of levels with spin values J = "" f ^C ~ 3p| » *" |jc~3pj
+ d„) should result - centred roughly about the corres-o p

ponding excited level in the ad3acent even-even nucleus. This idea

first put forward by Lawson and Uretsky^^^ has been applied to

several nuclei by de Shalit^^, A simple example is the

first few levels of which are shown in Pig. 6.1. In the average

202
field of Hg the lowest allowed proton orbit is probably an

%_, giving the ground state. The usual interpretation of the
excited states is that the single proton is promoted to the

pop
and sta^eB* However 80^122 has 801 excite<1 (2+) level at
i+i+0 keV, which is very near to the "centre of gravity" of the

excited levels °f8lT*122* The alternative "core excited" inter¬
pretation of the levels is that the proton remains in the 3i^ state
and couples with the core excited to the 2+ level. By way of

illustration of these bore excited1 levels the example of Au1^
explained in this way by de Shalit is discussed in Section 6.2.

73
Possible application in the Ge case is considered in Section 6.3«

Plrst of all, however, the description of Ge^J levels as

"co-operative" in the sense defined above, will be considered in

the next section.

73
t>Co""0^erat'3-Ye" Description of hi levels

The forty-first neutron should be the first neutron in the
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s9/2 slie^^ to the single particle shell model. The
ground state (9/2+) is therefore readily explained. Also a low

lying excited level with spin can he expected from the eleva¬

tion of a neutron from the porbit (which lies just below the

g^2level) to pair with the one in the S9/2 shell and leaving a
'hole* in the p^ shell. There are, however, no low lying single
particle states that could account for the 5/2+ level. Also the

similarity in excitation energy of the (66.8 keV) level and the

7/2+ (67.03 keV) level makes it unlikely that the latter is due to

the single particle excited to the 87/2
A further difficulty is that single particle levels cannot

account for the retardation and enhancements of the transitions.

Shaikh'2-^) (1968) lias suggested that the ground state and the
73

first excited state of Ge may be co-operative. He has assumed

that because of a larger 'pairing1 energy (due to the high value

of /) the g^/2 ^evel starts filling before the pj^ level, so that,
in the present case there are three neutrons in the 69/2
and the levels 9/2+ and 5/2+ are due to different couplings

of the angular momenta, i.e. (89/2)9/2 811,1 ^s9/2^5/2 * 0x1 this
assumption the enhancement of the 13«5 keV (E2) transition is

explained since it arises merely from a re-coupling of three

neutrons in the same 89/2 shell, therefore showing collective
properties•

The 66.8 keV level is still taken to be due to one of the

three neutrons having transferred to the p^ shell, leaving the
p

other two paired to zero spin, i.e. (89/2)0 ^!z* Thus M2
transition at 53 «3 keV should be retarded, because although the

soin change is two the orbital angular momentum change
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(pi_—>g^2) is three. Therefore the M2 is an I forbidden transition.
A * co-operative' level with spin 7/2+ (with configuration

(g9/2^7/2^ is Predic't'ed hy "this description and may "be that at 67.03
keV excitation hut it should decay to the ground state and 5/2+ level

by enhanced Ml transitions (again because of re-coupling the spins of

three neutrons in the same g<y2 shell) • However, the transition to
the ground state is a retarded Ml and the 53.5 keV transition to the

5/2+ level has not been observed.

To go further it is necessary to consider the possible nucleon

configurations in the various levels. The available single par¬

ticle levels for neutrons or protons outside the closed shell at 28
73

are f5/2' p£ 3X1(1 g9/2* since the 33^%0 state spin
is 3/2-, it is likely that there are either one or three protons in

73
the Vy2 shell with the remainder in the fy2 shell. The As ^ ground
state may therefore be

^f5/2^ p3/23 1 (p3/2^ (f5/2^ (g9/2^
(protons) (neutrons)

where it is assumed that, owing to the large 'pairing' energy the last

two neutrons go into the g^2 shell.
The ground state configuration for Ge^3 is probably

(*y2) (pj/2^ * (p3/2^ ^f5/2^ g9/2
with the excited levels 5/2+ and 7/2+ due to re-coupling of the three

neutrons in the gg/2 shell.
The excited state at 67.8 keV (^-), as explained above, is

^5/2) * (p3/2^ (f5/2^ (g9/2^ #
73 73

The K capture decay of As to the Ge level is now pic¬

tured as the decay of a proton in the Vy2 shell which becomes a
a neutron in a P-y2 shell.

The odd neutron is left in a p shell as required but must

re-orientate to reach the p| orbit required by the As"^3 (£-) level.
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Decay to the 5/2+ level would require the odd proton to change

from a p shell to a g shell (i.e. an I change of three), which

explains the lack of a (first forbidden) feed to this level.
73

The Ga ground state configuration seems likely to he

(*5/2) (P3/2)1 » (p3/2 ^ ^5/2) (gS/2^ '

hut if so it is difficult to explain the absence of a 3"" decay

feed to the As^ level. This (allowed) transition should

occur by decay of a P3/2 neutron which then *pairs up* with the
P3/2 Pro'fcon already in the P^y'o shell, and leaves an odd neutron

73
in the p shell - similar to the As capture case.

It might be expected that because of re-orientation of the

p^2 neutron is necessary (to give the p^ state), an enormous
retardation of both transitions would arise. On the other hand,

73 -
this may be the reason for the absence of the Ga 0 decay, the

73
presence of the As capture decay being explained by a different

73
ground state configuration of As, for example

(f5/2' (p3/2^ s9/2 I (f5/2^ ^p3/2^ (69/2^
where the odd g(j/2 P2*0^011 couples with the four neutrons in pi£
and Sy/2 shells to give a resultant spin 3/2.

The capture decay is now explained as the decay of the &^/2
proton which then pairs off with the 3 neutrons already in the

gq/2 sliell giving the Ge^ level with configuration

(f5/2^ (p3/2 ^ (f5/2^ ^p3/2 ^ ^s9/2^ #

Apart from the transfer of two neutrons from P3/2 89/2
this is the same configuration as given above. The 5/2+ and

7/2+ levels in 0e^J would now have 5 neutrons in the shell
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rather than 3 as suggested above. This makes no difference to any

of the above arguments but it is necessary to explain the 7/2+

ground state spin of the next member of the A. » 73 chain, namely

3USe39* It8 gI>°'un<3- s-fcate a*"3- first excited state (%-) configura¬
tions may then be

^f5/2^2 (p3/2^2 (g9/2)2 J (f5/2^ (p3/2 ^ ^g9/2^7/2
and ^f5/2^ ^P3/2 ^ ^S9/2^ ' ^f5/2^ ^p3/2 ^ ^s9/2^

*77

respectively. The observed decay of the Se level to the
7^5 (58}

As ground statew ' is now explained as the decay of a gc/2
proton. (Pig. 6.3).

Nothing, as yet, has been said about the allowed 0*" decay

of Ga^ to the 363 keV level of Ge^, It is explained by the

decay of one of the P3/2 neutrons which 'pairs up* with the P3/2
proton. Two of the remaining protons couple to zero spin, the

odd one being responsible for the 3/2- spin of this state.

(Alternatively, the 3 coixple to give spin I {"2-5/2) y2 The
363 keV level cannot be a coupling of g^/2 nucleono because of
its odd parity.

The higher energy levels have not yet been assigned spins

and parities and no attempt has yet been made to explain their

origin.

6.2. 'Core Excitation1 Applied to Au1^

While the example quoted above and several other nuclei may

be interpreted in an equally satisfactory way by assuming that
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the excited states are either single particle or core excited, the

situation is different for Au"*"^7. The decay schemes of Pt"^7 and
107

Hg " ' are shown in Pig, 6.2. Also shown are some excited levels

of TJ197. The odd proton in 7gAu157 probably moves in a d^2
orhit and that of^T*1"7 in an si£ orhit. The 7/2+ and 3/2+
(excited) levels in Au"1"^7, absent in Tl^7, are difficult to

interpret on the basis of single particle excitations. Also the

magnetic moment of the %+ level, 0.1+ n.m., is very small compared

to those of the J^+ ground states of T£^0^ and

({+ a 1.6 n.m.).
'Core excitation* suggests a simple interpretation of these

levels, The 79th proton is assumed to move in a

the 8lst in an si^ orbit and the lowest excited states of positive
parity are taken to result from the coupling of the odd proton to

the 2+ core state. This gives the quadruplet 3/2+, 5/2+, 7/2+

for Au1^ and the doublet 3/2+, 5/2+ in the A,T41"7 case,
79 ox

The model can be subjected to stringent quantitative tests

since the reduced matrix elements for (E2) decay from the core

excited levels to the ground state should all be the same and equal

to that of the 2+ level in the 'core' nucleus. This is found to be

true if allowance is made for 'impurity* of the states. For

example, even a small admixture of a ^5/2 si^Sle particle state
in the 5/2+ level affects the Ml transition to the ground state,

and this level must therefore be described by

I 5/2> = JL J» 3/2, 5/2> ♦ fx - V2' 10 5/2, 5/2 >
where | ia j , } > denotes the wave function for a core of
R-nin .in coupled to a single particle of spin dp to give
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resultant total spin j.

/in admixture of about 3°/o in this case and U°/o in the case

of the excited 3/2+ level is sufficient to explain the observed

results.

The low magnetic moment of the %+ level and at least part

of the hindrance of the E3 transition Vz- ~> 5/2+ are also

explained by this model.

6.3. *Core Excitation* in A.s^

The possible 'cores' for As^ are Ge^2 and Ge^ and both have
2+ levels at about 750 keV. With the Ulst neutron in a £9/2
single particle state 'core excitation' predicts a series of

excited levels centred around ~ 750 keV with spins 5/2+, 7/2+,

9/2+, 11/2+, 13/2+.
The fact that such levels should be readily attained by

Coulomb excitation from the 9/2+ ground state immediately suggests

that the levels at 13»5» 67.03 , 820 and ldj.0 keV might be of this

type. This is strengthened by the assigned spins 5/2+, 7/2+ of

the first two and the energy of the third, which should be close

to the energy of the 2+ excited 'core' state (835 keV 2+ level in

oh2).
The (E2) decay of the 13.5 keV level to the ground state

now depends on properties of the core, and enhancement over the

single particle estimate is to be expected. In fact the 2+ -> 0+
72

transition in Ge' is enhanced by a factor of ^23 which compares

favourably with the enhancement ( ^ 18x) quoted in Chapter 1 for

the 13.5 heV transition.
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The retardation of the (M2) 53*3 keV transition is now

explained "by the assumption that it involves excitation of the

'core* and a single particle transition from an orbit to
/a

a orbit.

The retarded Ml 67.03 keV transition 7/2+—V9/2+ is now

explained since the magnetic dipole operator can now only act on

the 1impurity* part of the state, i.e. the second term in

|7/2> - A | 2 2/2, 7/2> *J\ - A2'|O, (83/3)7/2 » l/*y*
One apparent difficulty with this model is the lack of Ml

transitions between successive members of the core excited multi-

plet. These might be expected to be enhanced as they involve only

a re-coupling of *core* and 'particle*, In fact the reduced matrix

element involves the quantity (gc - gp) (see ref. (57))» where
gc and gp are the g factors of the core and the 69/2 neutron
respectively, and the absence of Ml transitions would be explained

if these g factors are nearly equal.

197 73
6.3. The Absent S Decay Feeds in Au and Ge

7"*
The absence of the 'allowed* (3~ decay from the Ga (3/2-)

ground state to the Ge^ level has already been pointed out
197

(Section 6.1). It is interesting that in Au the excited 3/2+

level is fed by both ^+ and (3~ decay but the ground state

(also 3/2+) is not fed by either. De Shalit makes no mention
(37}

of this point in his paperw,/ but it is tempting to assume that

the difference between the two 3/2+ levels is that one is a

single particle state and the other is a core excited state.

It may be significant that all the levels fed by £+ or 0
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197 197
decay from the Pt and Hg ground states are those levels

197
thought to be core excited, which possibly implies that the Hg

197
and Pt' ground states are themselves 'core excited*. This could

happen if the splitting due to core-particle interaction was larger

than the excitation energy of the 2+ core level. The 117th and

119th neutrons probably go into a p^ shell so that on this picture
there should be a triad of low lying levels with spins 3/2~, \ ,

5/2*" (not necessarily in that order) in both cases. Decay of the
* odd particle* now leaves the daughter in a core excited state

rather than the ground state. (Alternatively, it could be that the

decay process is such that the core becomes excited - if one of the
' core' nucleons is the one responsible for the decay then substan¬

tial re-organisation of the 'core* is necessary.)

This description of the p decay processes implies that both
197

possible 'cores* be considered. For example Au may be thought
196 79 118 -j_98of equally well as a core plus proton, or as a

core plus a proton hole. States of Hg1^, Au1^ and Pt1^ must

therefore be described in general by

B| 80HSS n_1>
^ (fj+ decay), Capture

nl tic»198 -lvI so gn8' p y

say.

°l 78Pt120' n_1>
2 2

where in the absence of 'impurities', A = 1 - B
2

_ 2

80Hg117 > * AlsoHsi?l' n> +

I 79AU118) = c| 78Pt118 ' p ) +

t 3 dec

I 78Pt119^ = P| 78Ptll8 » n) +
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and different states may have different values of A, C and P.
■7 2 *7 2 *77

The same description of As , Ge , G-a takes the form

UHl> * 'p> + Bl3U3eS' p_1>
J, (p decay), capture

132Ge^l y - C|32GehO' + D | 32GeU2' n ^
^ 0 decay.

31°ai+2 ) 3 F| 30ZZXU2* + Q| 32QeS' P y

The absence of £ decay feeds to the and 5/2+ levels may

now be taken to indicate that D — 0 for these levels, i.e. they
72

are almost pure * Ge core plus neutron* levels. There is some

support for this assumption for the 5/2+ level which is a member

of the core excited multiplet centred on the 820 keV (7/2+) level.

This excitation energy is very much nearer to that of the 2+ level

in Ge^2 (835 keV) than that of Ge^4" (596 keV).

The absence of the electron capture (1st forbidden) to the

13.5 keV (5/2+) level is now explained by the necessity to excite

the *core* in the process.

The capture to the level is, of course, to be expected if

the assumption B - 0 (i.e. C 2*J1 -B2' or 1) is valid.
The allowed 0~ decays to the levels at 363 keV and 113h keV

implies that these levels are both of odd parity. It is possible

that the 363 keV level has spin 3/2, in which case it is tempting to

suggest that the 113U keV level is 5/2- and that together these

two levels make up the doublet that might be expected fran the

coupling of a single particle in api^ (excited) level with the 2+ core
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72 7h
state of Ga or Ga . The fact that these levels are fed by 3

72 , 7h
decay from Ga now implies that D £ 0, i.e. that the Ge core

is appreciably involved. The "centre of gravity" of the 'doublet'

is at about 7k9 keV, which is very nearly half-way between the 2+
72 7h 2 2

excitations of Ge and Ge , which suggests that C — 1 - D in

this case.

6.h. Conclusion 3

It seems that it is possible to explain the enhancement and

retardation of the 13.5 keV and 53»3 keV transitions on either a

'core excitation' or a 'co-operative' interpretation of the levels.

Provided certain assumptions are made a 'core excitation' inter-
*

pretation (extended to include both possible 'cores') can be made
73 73

to explain all the known features of the decay of Ga and As .

It also predicts the spins and parities of levels that have not as

72
yet been measured, and the magnetic moment of the 2+ level in Ge .

73
Measurement of this moment and the spin of the 820 keV level in Ge

would be crucial and 3pin and parity measurements on the lOhO keV

and 113U keV levels would also be interesting.

Some of this information might be obtained from further study
73

of the Ga decay. For example, it might be possible to obtain

the half-life ( 10 sec.) of the 363 keV and 392 keV levels

from Y-Y or 3~Y delayed coincidence experiments. (Also, Y-Y

and 3-Y angular correlation experiments could yield some infor¬

mation about the spins and parities of the 363 keV, 392 keV, 55U

keV, and 6U7 keV levels.)

Since the half-lives are expected to be so short, such infor¬

mation could probably be more easily derived from measurements of
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the cross-sections for Coulomb excitation.

Although measurements of the internal conversion coefficients

of the Y transitions at 28h keV and above would he difficult (he-

cause these coefficients are expected to he <"10 ), they are

prohahly the most efficient way of obtaining information about the
73

multipole types of these transitions, with a strong enough Ga

source and a magnetic spectrometer of high resolution, it would

prohahly he possible to measure the coefficients for the lower
u *

energy Y* s and set upper limits for those of higher energy.

r ■
, r . i • •
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Appendi x T

Computer Program to Css.leula.te fiffoctive Solid Arsale

upper ease delimiters

brctn

T^yrp!GFR i . "* ,T~, 1

t»t?AT +• n o +-pcr r» w \v 1 w2 wR w/fi\rtr\ij ^ 7 ? j -cb J , v/ , v\ _ . , w.^ , ^ , w/_j.

P*p A T ARR ^v x f 0 ? 200^

RRAL ARRAY integral(1r100^ ; RF*T ARRAY a,d(l:20)

read f rl

f>: CYCLE k- J., J , 10
roadfd(k) I 5 a(k)—d(k^/(rtC(d(kn ^+e® U
nEcE^'r

IE d(l)~0,02032 THEN t-O.036 ♦ IE dfl)-0,00254 THEM t-0.00^0
TE d(l)-0.02=!A THEM t=0,ll®

7:read(u) ; ->30 IE n--1 00; ->31. IE ir--J.il; e=u*t

CAPTTHY Normal t attenuation t "factor t ~

nr^t prr( — r 1 . /O
> f

CYC!Jf k~1,1,10
x( 0") -9,(k)
vr-O-a/^1 > /2

CAPTION iuh tk~ ; print -fl(t,,|)
CAPTION 111 sk u t ~ t prl n f 11 Cu ^ 1
n ft-nrpynv • tot*■? 70 +■ flfafk) /f)■ * ■ ' - • i

c* a PTTfTN 111 p*»^p c t "i on a t so^^d b ane* 1 e t ™

pri nt "f 1 (w, A)
C A PyTfw 1 el ^wl t— i pr -i e -f- -P] f vr^ ( evr> f-cM j A *)
<"• A TIT1 T CVkT J. A r-> r> -v-» r*»v d» op 1 r\-p «f« lir<T\ -S -p 4* —**" 1 J-" " 1 "« >T L- c?. i * wc? . 0 -
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v.'l~ c*(log(a(k!) /21 jprint f! (wl ,'3) » CAPTION tfcplus It
w2=- e2*(l-l/a(k>)/4 ; print fl(w2,3! ; CAPTION J; plus I
w3= c+3*(l-l/((a(kl)2))/24 ; print fl(w3,3>
CAPTION I equals I
print f1(w+wl+w2+w3,4)

CYCLE j=l,1,20
1=10*j;x(l)=l; h=(x(l)-x(Q))/l ;teg-0

CYCLE irr0,1,1
x(i)=x(0)+i*h

IF c/x(i) >20 THEN -> 50 ; ->5l
50: CAPTION It Point £ no, I print(i,3»l)
CAPTION I omitted ; ->20

51:->10 TF i-0 'OR i-1
->11 TF frac pt(i/2)>0.1 ;—>12

1 0: teg- l/exp(o/x(i01+teg ; ->20
11: tog -- tog +.!^/pxp(c/x(i) 1 ; ->00

tog — teg +2 /exnPo ill: —>20

nO. PT'PT' A m

o TO terra 1 C tecr^t•

r* * tot* tnv >jn
^ tot t ete td ?> £ ~ * r>T,"?TTt^"ij©J'0

r* ArvriyrtyT Tt> t rxcr 1 4? —: * ■n*Y*',77ot t ^ 'f "i ?11 earP."! C ^ « "O

■n-n-ni? *t

,A rvT*yov ^ p.pf / Prno c0T^ pprrl^ IT
P'P'i P f -PT ^ ^ /iy * ^
T?T'T>T« ,A np

O O »

© A tpirp TjO^T t t f c rj I; ~ I? * pyi' nf* 17 ^ Y* ^ ^
■n 0Y/1 p -p o Q ^ © ">-

of . HT1 PPJHORAM

•7
^ O/3-O

rs ry? oco © -t OO^ ^ 10^0 O © Qooo © H ^ ©©

© aOo^ >| A /mffl {* 4 fiyfc A t /J O -f^TO
W

.> — 9 </ C • •/ ' f *> O i", O
© O f->r>4 o 1^0 O 0^0 — lOO
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0.002-54 0.1003 O.io93 0.2575 n.3°3°
0.5000 0.5P3/C 1.1765 1.7614 2.3473
0.339 0.237 26.3 26.2 -100

0.0254 0.1003 0.10°3 0.2575 0.3030
0.5000 0.^36 1.1765 1.7614 2.3473
2.20 2.10 -111

5*? **7

?T,B. T^e first no. in the data is the crystal entrafS.ee
window radius. T^e ot'*rtr re0. *>r« ?n nronys terminated by
tho no. -100. Tue f 1 -"st no. In each rjroup •« e the absorber
thicknegs*,,the next ten are source to crystal distances,
end the rest are mrr absorption coefficients.
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ATTEfTDIX II

MASS ABSORPTION COEFFIGIANTS

The calculation of counter window attenuation factors des¬

cribed in Chapter 2 involved the absorption coefficients at 9.9

keV and 53.3 keV for Be and A6, and for the calculation of the

attenuation factors r in Section 2.6 the p/p value for Zn at

53.3 keV was required. Three sources of this information were

considered, namely, theoretical, seini-empirical and experimental.

Outline of Absorption Theory. At T energies below 1.02 Mev

a bsorption can occur by two processes:

a) Photo-electric effect.

b) Gcfflipton scattering.

a) Photo-electric effect. This is the process where a Y photon

gives all its energy to a bound electron of the absorber which uses

part to overcome its binding to the absorber atom and takes the

rest a way as kinetic energy.

The total cross-section for ejection of a photoelectron in

any direction from the K shell is :

Ac - 2 fB |H'2 4A-
all angles

where is the density of final electron states,

H is the matrix element for the absorption of a single

photon and the emission of an electron.

Exact evaluation of /L. is difficult and tedious since
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H = H. . ^|r d-T Involves the solution to the Dirac rela-Jyb mt a

tivistic equation for a bound electron.

(ijf is the wave function of the electron in the continuous° spectrum.
. I. .. .. 1. f. U It K shell.
y a

H. ^ is the Hamiltonian for interaction between the T andint
the electron).

(59)
Heitler has obtained the result

,mc2 3/2 2
p. = /L. ■ t - r *W2 (-—) cm /atomK 0 (fxcr Y

p
(where 6 = 87tr /3 the cross-section for Thomson scattering

q o
2 2

(x«o = e /me )) by assuming:
1) Energy of photo electron V> binding energy of K shell, i.e.

attract-ionof nucleonson the electron as it leaves the atom can be
2

neglected. This means that the Born approximation Ee /ttv « 1

(where V = velocity of the ejected electron) is valid and plane

waves can be used for

2
2) Photo electron energy « mc , i.e. non-relativistic case - can

use 9

*{r = e / where a = a_/2 and a = /me .a 4a3J d 0
Calculations by Stobbe^^^, using correct photo electric wave

functions (but still making assumption (2)), give

^ . 2^)* )

where < Ze /.
f as 'hv .

EY (-exp ( 2% f )
2

A free electron cannot absorb a photon and become a photo

electron since a third body (e.g. nucleus) is necessary to conserve

momentum. It is to be expected (and theory shows) that provided
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(61) for Lj,

EL K shell binding energy /5_ , « j6.r.
l L M K

Non relativistic calculations have- been done

shells.

The theoretical results quoted above were used to obtain the

values for (^) given in and T ray Spectroscopy"^0^ •
p pe

t + L and^11 III

b) Gomnton Scattering where the photon is scattered by an

electron of an absorber atom, the photon going off in a different

direction with decreased energy, and the electron recoiling with

the remaining energy

hv

incident y

scattered y

recoil electron

Using relativistic expressions the energy and momentum con¬

servation laws give :

M>f =

1 + a(l-cose)

Thus the maximum energy loss for a single Compton scatter occurs

for 9 = 180° (backscatter) when the photon energy is reduced to

hvmin

where a = hv /mc .

A2L
1 + 2a

(7.1)
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(62)
Klein and Nishina ', using the Dirac equation for the

electron, have obtained for de|i, the cross-section for the
number of photons scattered into the solid angle d.A. in direction

tl. = J { 1 fi + oos2» + ^ - <?W »)2j|
dJL 2 1 (1 + a( 1-cosfc)) 1 + a(l-cosfc)

(7.2)

e2/ 2
with rQ = 'mc .. This reduces for low energies (a<l) to the
classical Thomson equation

V/dih = ^Q2/2^1 + cob2&)-
The total Gompton cross-section can be obtained by integrating

this expression with respect to £ between 0 and 2x and with

respect to /5 between 0 and giving

H _ 2
e a 2xr t3** [Bf1 - i W1+2a0 + k log(1+2a)

_ i±5a —.7
(l+2a)2 1

2
cm /electron.

The above applies to scattering by free electrons and in the more

general case the effect of the binding of the electrons to the atom

and their motions and distribution within the atom must be considered.

The total scattering can be separated into coherent and incoherent

scattering. In the coherent case the energy of the scattered

radiation is the same as that of the incident radiation and there

is a relation in phase of scattering from different electrons. In

the incoherent part the scattered radiation gives up some energy

to the electron and there is no phase relation betv/een radiation
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scattered from different electrons.

The differential cross-section can be written:

= ^coh. + ^incoh.

= sd^KNS + ^Thorns on^Z]1 fn^
where Z is atomic number of atom.

d^Ku *-s differential cross-section given by the Klein-
Nishina equation (7.2), S is the incoherent scattering function

which may be expressed as the square of a generalized atomic forn

factor summed over all excited states of the atom, integrated

over the continuous spectrum and divided by 2. fR is the
electronic structure factor - the amplitude of the radiation

th
scattered coherently by the n electron in terras of that scattered

coherently by a free electron.

The above ha3 been used to obtain the values for (^)
p ce

listed in "p and Y Ray Spectroscopy"^ .

The total absorption coefficient is then given by

V- = d ^ ^ •f 'pe ce

A similar method of calculation was used by McG-innies and
(6~$)

Grodstein to obtain the values listed by Stainer .

Sent-Empirical - Values given by Victoreen in ref. (63) are

calculated from

-* 1. o

p., a Q\J - DX4- + M-e N0 Z/A with X in A

where C,D are constants depending on z, N_is Avagadro* s number*o

A atomic weight and u is the Klein-Nishina scattering cross-
©

section per electron.
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Value8 obtained in this way agree well, in general, with

experimental values.

Experimental Values. Those due to Allen and Werde are quoted
(63)

by Stainer . The values given in the Phillips table compiled

by Gauchois have also been considered.

Total & values for 9#9 iceV (\ = 1.253 A) and 53.3 keV
o ^

(0.230 A) were obtained from the above sources by extrapolation

of the given values on a graph of ^ against \.
Agreement was good for the values obtained from all the

sources at 53.3 keV although ?erde's experimental results were

slightly smaller than the others.

The experimental value of Cauchois ^ ~ O.83 shows good
r

agreement with the semi-empirical value of /ictoreen and reasonable

agreement with the experimental value of Allen, but is considerably

larger than the theoretical result given by Siegbahn and that cal¬

culated by Grodstein which agree well with each other.

The Cauchois ^ values were used for total ^ in all cases.
P P

However the p. value involved in the calculations of sections

2,k and 2.6 is not quite the same as the total p. taken from the

above. The latter refers to the case of a narrow beam where any

scattering removes a photon from the beam. Clearly in the calcula¬

tions of sections 2.k and 2.6 a photon scattered in the forward

direction has a good chance of reaching the detector, particularly

if absorption is small.

The minimum energy of a photon scattered in a single Compton

process is, from equation (7.1)#

hymin = hv /l+2a = 9.6 keV for hv _ 10 keV.
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In the detector with energy resolution 50% at 10 keV and 20%

at 53 keV, these photons will not he resolved from unscattered

full energy photons and will therefore he counted.

Prom the polar diagram of different Compton cross-section

as a function of £ (see, for example, "(3 and Y Ray Spectroscopy"^"0^)
the prohahility of scattering in the forward is about equal to that

in the backward direction. Thus about half the photons which are

Compton scattered will reach the detector (assuming the absorber is

close to the detector, which is true for the A£ or Be window cal¬

culations. (in the Zn case the Compton contribution to the absor¬

ption is very small.))
Thus the p value appropriate to the calculations of sections

2,k and 2.6 is

= ^pe + K = ^ ~ = (7.3)
where r = ^"c/p .

The value of r was taken from the theoretical results for

pQ and p. and this was then used in equation (7.3) with the Cauchois
value of p. The effect of this is greatest in the low Z (Be) case

where absorption is in any case small.

This fairly rough calculation is adequate since it is a

"correction to a correction".

Cauchols' experimental values of ^ for Na, H, As, 0 were
P

again used to estimate the effects of source self-absorption. For

this purpose the source was assumed to be made up of sodium arsenate

(Na2 ftASO^) • p value for the compound was calculated according
to the formula
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p " (p5l al + (p>2 a2 + (p53 a3 +
where (q)^ is absorption coefficient in cm2/gra. and ai is

XI.

the fractional amount by weight of the i element in the compound.

The calculation yields j~ « 23.8 cm2/gm. at 9»9 keV
and ^ = 1.18 cm2/gm. in 53.3 keV.

By weighing the melinex backing before and after depositing the

source the latter was found to weigh <£ 0.1 mgm. The source area

2
was roughly circular with diameter ~ 1.2 cm., i.e. area 1.1 cm .

0 1 2
Hence the fpx' for the source ^ /l.l « 0.089 mgm/cm .

The order of magnitude of the intensity reduction at 9.9 keV can be

calculated from 1/^Q *= exp(- j-j • px) exp(-l.l8 x 0.089 x 10*"^)
= .9999 t i.e. absorption is less than 0.01°/o.

Source self-absorption effects were therefore neglected.

Similarly for transmission through x cm of air

— » exp |tt - 0.995 for x = 1 cm. using the Seigbahn^0^ value
° .h

for ix( ss 52 x 10 cm ), so air absorption was neglected,

assuming the same absorption coefficient for the melinex used to

cover the source yielded a similar result for this case.
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